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February 8, 2021

The Honorable Nury Martinez 
Los Angeles City Council President 
Los Angeles City Council 
200 Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

The Honorable Monica Rodriguez 
Chair of Public Safety Committee 
Los Angeles City Council 
200 Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: Council File No.: 20-1149 Regarding Budgetary Impacts to Human Trafficking 
Enforcement

Dear Council President Martinez and Chair Rodriguez:

The purpose of this letter is to supplement the Los Angeles Police Department’s (hereinafter the 
“Department”) report describing the impact of budgetary cuts to Human Trafficking Task Forces, 
in response to Council Motion 20-1149. The Council Motion directed the Department to assess 
the impact Fiscal Year 20-21 budgetary reductions will have on the Department’s ongoing 
human trafficking efforts.

On January 26, 2021, in honor of Human T rafficking Awareness Month and National Slavery and 
Human Trafficking Prevention Month, the Board of Los Angeles Police Commissioners 
(hereinafter the “Commission”) heard from Non-Governmental Organizations focused on 
combating human trafficking and from survivors of human trafficking enterprises. In addition, the 
Commission heard from the Department about the specific budgetary impacts to Human 
Trafficking Task Forces and reviewed the Department’s draft response to Council Motion 20 - 
1149 (Commission January 26, 2021, Regular Agenda Items 3A and 3B). Specifically, the 
Commission heard from the Chief of Police Michel Moore, Deputy Chief Regina Scott of South 
Bureau, Commander (Deputy Chief-designee) Alan Hamilton of Valley Bureau, David Cox the 
Chief Operating Officer of Zoe International, Dr. Jason Plunkett of Zoe International, Alan Smyth 
of Saving Innocence, Jasmine Edwards of Saving Innocence, Teeka Thornton a survivor and 
now representative of Journey Out, and survivor Oree Freeman. The video of the entire hearing 
can be found at http://lacitwiew.org/programs/la-police-department-commission-meeting, and 
pertinent portions of the hearing transcripts are attached to this letter.

As the members of the Commission repeatedly stated, the statements provided and information

http://lacityview.org/programs/la-police-department-commission-meeting
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heard from these Non-Governmental Organizations and from the courageous survivors who 
presented, represented some of the most “meaningful and powerful presentations” that the 
Commission has ever heard and stirred within all Commissioners a call for action. As a result, 
the Commission’s action on these agenda items was not limited to merely forwarding the 
Department’s budgetary impact report to the Council, but to: (1) provide Council with the 
transcript of the hearing on these matters; and (2) to recommend to Council that the City of Los 
Angeles fully fund the Department’s Human Trafficking Task Forces (without stripping funding 
from other vital programs).

All Commission members recognize that the City is currently facing a significant budgetary crisis 
largely as a result of the pandemic, and that the City Council is presented with many challenging 
budgetary decisions during this ongoing crisis. In evaluating the City’s budgetary priorities, 
however, we respectfully request that the Human Trafficking Task Forces be made a high 
priority for the City and that this important work not be subjected to budgetary cutbacks. As 
witnesses at our January 26th hearing persuasively stated:

“The great Nelson Mandela said it powerfully when he said, ‘there is no key to revelation 
into a society’s soul than the way in which it treats its children. jjj 1

“Child protection should be the very last thing that we reduce, eliminate from our budgets 
and our personnel deployment - the very last thing - and for sure not in South Los 
Angeles where the majority of child trafficking actually occurs. 2

We encourage you to listen to the entire hearing and read the transcript of the witnesses at the 
January hearing. We recognize that this material is lengthy and that there are many competing 
demands for your time. Therefore, we have endeavored to provide you with a summary of some 
of the most pertinent statements offered that may be of assistance to you in considering this 
matter.

The Witness Statements

Significantly, multiple witnesses spoke about the importance of dedicated human trafficking law 
enforcement officers assigned specifically to human trafficking investigations, and explained why 
this structure is critical to successfully addressing this heinous crime. Specifically, witnesses 
stated:

We “are dependent on partnering with the law enforcement to help recover children from 
the hands of traffickers and bring them to safety.”3

“[W]ithout dedicated law enforcement efforts, there will be no movement to the solution of 
human trafficking because when human traffickers are not checked, this type of crime 
grows quickly. So these specialized units are essential, and this is what law enforcement

i 1/26/21 Transcript, at 14. According to the Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund, on May 8, 1995, Mr. Mandela 
stated: “There can be no keener revelation of a society’s soul than the way in which it treats its children.” 
(https://www.nelsonmandelachildrensfund.com/news/nelson-mandela-quotes-about-
children#:~:text=There%20can%20be%20no%20keener.which%20it%20treats%20its%20children.&text=Let%20us
%20reach%20out%20to.above%20their%20pain%20and%20suffering.).

1/26/21 Transcript. at 14-15.
1/26/21 Transcript. at 10.

2

3
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”4can do that we cannot do as advocacy groups.

“Some ask: Why does this need specialized law enforcement focus? Let me answer 
that: Trafficking - trafficking investigation take time, and they’re usually complex. We 
understand the complexity. Often, these victims are juveniles. Often, victims are moved 
around the city or city-to-city. Often, this crime is tied up with other crimes. So, in short, 
it's a difficult crime, and it requires dedicated focus to recover victims and prosecute 
traffickers.”5

“I can tell you from experience we have never seen success in combating this issue 
without dedicated law enforcement partnership. Civilians cannot do the work law 
enforcement does. Without funding, investigations will drop and not be pursued. It’ll 
result in less convictions, less recoveries.”6

In addition to highlighting the importance of dedicated law enforcement officers being assigned 
to the task forces, the witnesses highlighted that human trafficking cases are not easy to 
investigate due to the cross-jurisdictional nature of the crime, the “underground” nature of the 
criminal activity, and the lack of trust victims frequently have toward law enforcement and others 
who seek to “rescue” them. As a result, successful human trafficking investigations require long - 
term law enforcement commitment:

“A lot of results aren’t immediate, but these officers, as long - as well as service 
providers, are planting seeds that leave lasting impressions on these people that are 
involved in the commercial sex trade and those that are potential victims of human 
trafficking.”7

The non-governmental organizations repeatedly emphasized their inability to effectively address 
the complexity and violent nature of human trafficking alone:

“[W]e [advocacy groups/non-governmental organizations] cannot track down perpetrators 
and traffickers. We cannot recover minors who are being groomed, manipulated, 
threatened, or held by traffickers. We cannot bring those preying on our children to 
justice. So if not dedicated police personnel to answer this call, then who?”8

“[Advocates], with the youth victims and their families we serve, are dependent on 
partnering with the law enforcement to help recover children from the hands of traffickers 
and bring them to safety. Research shows that number of youths recovered from sex 
trafficking in L.A. County is specifically related to the number of law enforcement on duty 
to recover the youth. ”9

The dedicated care and attention Human Trafficking Task Force officers provide to trafficking 
victims was specifically referenced by the witnesses and emphasized by survivors:

I’m in these police stations with the...with law enforcement as well as the arrestees, and

4 1/26/21 Transcript. at 6. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 7-8. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 8. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 23. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 7. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 10-11.
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I’m witnessing the level of care and professionalism that is brought on by these 
specialized units. The Human Trafficking Task Force ... are very much needed because 
they have the understanding of the community and of this -- of human trafficking like no 
other officers in the police station.”10

“The relationship that I have built with these men and women have been a catalyst in the 
successful recovery of children victims of human trafficking. 11

“[W]hen I was in the middle of my victimization at the age of --- starting at the age of 12 in 
the 1990s in South Central Los Angeles, I wish that I would have been recovered by 
some of the officers that I work with today. A lot of people don’t see what impact that 
these officers are making on the people that are the - the victims of human trafficking as 
well as the arrestees.”12

“As a survivor. I am witnessing the professionalism and the amount of care. I have 
seen officers contact me on their days off to check on - check in on - on victims and/or 
past arrestees to ensure their safety. I have seen police officers go to court appearances 
for different situations not just criminal cases for these victims. 13

The long-term positive impact of the Human Trafficking Task Force officers’ efforts was 
continually recognized, as one human trafficking survivor compellingly stated:

“And I definitely was a part of the school-to-prison pipeline at 11-years-old and being a 
juvenile delinquent and placed on probation. We used to be unseen. Now they are 
being rescued. We used to be misunderstood. Now there is a understanding and true 
empathy. We used to be seen as prostitutes at 11, 12, 13 years old and locked up and 
sent to camp. But now we are seen as victims and respected as survivors. 14

“Personally, I was taught hate. I was taught to avoid any type of law enforcement. 
Today, my child’s .. godfather is an officer. My mentors are a part of the agencies. 
Seeds were planted because both parties were willing to learn, were willing to se things 
differently. 15

The situation is clearly urgent, as the witness described based on their first-hand experience:

“Children are - are being exploited by traffickers on a daily basis. It’s a crisis. It’s 
dangerous, often needing expedient law enforcement response in order to bring the 
safety. 16

“Without them searching for them on the streets, without the looking for our children, so 
many of our youths will fall victims to the tricks of traffickers, pimps, and johns. Law

10 1/26/21 Transcript. at 22. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 18. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 22. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 24. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 28. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 28. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 12.
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17enforcement plays a pivotal role in the rescue and recovery of our children.

The witnesses also explained the significant and dramatic impact that budgetary cutbacks have 
on the effectiveness of pursing this type of criminal conduct:

“One officer recently told me that they are force to triage their human trafficking cases 
due to their capacity, as if some are more important and more pressing than others. For 
that I say, “no”. ... triaging child trafficking cases is unconscionable. All of them are 
critical and crucial right now, right here. 18

“I ask you that if you choose to cut budgets, please do not cut it when it comes to law 
enforcement and efforts to - related to human trafficking as they [law enforcement] were 
the ignition point of so many resources that can be provided to kids who are 
commercially sexually exploited. 19

“It takes a great deal of courage, risk, trust .on the part of both children and families to 
work with the law enforcement to provide information to help with the investigations 
against perpetrators due to this threat on both their family and safety concerns. They 
need to know that law enforcement will do all that they can to investigate their cases to 
encourage their continued cooperation. If they know resources -- resources are limited 
to flow up their cases, they may be resistant to provide that information, information that 
will help with law enforcement.”20

The Requested Council Action

As a result of the impactful and poignant statements of survivors, the compelling testimony of 
Non-Governmental Organizations who witness the impact this crime has on youths in our city, 
and the knowledgeable information provided by law enforcement officials as to the impact of 
budget cuts on human trafficking investigations, the Commission unanimously voted to support 
full funding to the Human Trafficking Task Forces. As noted during the hearing:

“This crime is not just another crime on the list of crimes. It is the human rights issue of 
our time. It is our next generation being targeted. This is what we’re fighting for. People 
are being bought and sold in our city. Children are being targeted, manipulated, 
threatened, brutalized over and over again. 21

The Commission recognizes the difficult budgetary situation facing the City of Los Angeles. We 
also believe you know this issue is significant since you specifically requested a report outlining 
the impact of budget cuts. However, as a result of the testimony we heard, the dramatic impact 
budget cuts will have on successfully combatting those who seek to exploit our children and 
young women, and the urgent nature of this issue, we write to request the Human Trafficking 
Task Forces be immune from budget cuts. Each day, criminal actors are preying upon the most 
vulnerable in our community - our children - and they need our immediate attention. Therefore, 
we request that you take urgent action and prioritize funding for the Human T rafficking T ask 
Forces, restore them to full funding, and do so without cutting other critical services currently

17 1/26/21 Transcript. at 20. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 15. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 20. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 11-12. 
1/26/21 Transcript. at 8-9.
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being prioritized by the Department.

On behalf of all members of the Commission, we thank you for your attention to this critical 
matter, and we look forward to working together with you on this issue.

Sincerely,

Eileen M. Decker 
President
Board of Police Commissioners

cc: The Hon. Eric Garcetti, Mayor, City of Los Angeles
The Hon. Monica Rodriguez, City Council, Chair of Public Safety Committee
William Briggs, BOPC Vice-President
Dale Bonner, BOPC Commissioner
Lou Calanche, BOPC Commissioner
Steve Soboroff, BOPC Commissioner
Michel Moore, Chief of Police, LAPD
Mark P. Smith, Inspector General, LAPD
Richard Tefank, Executive Director, BOPC

www.LAPDOnline.org
www.joinLAPD. com
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The Honorable Board of Police CommissionersTO:

FROM: Chief of Police

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO COUNCIL MOTION FILE NO. 20-1149 REGARDING 
BUDGETARY IMPACTS TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING ENFORCEMENT

RECOMMENDED ACTION

1. It is recommended that the Board of Police Commissioners (Board) REVIEW and 
ACCEPT the attached Executive Summary regarding the response to the Public Safety 
Committee Motion, File No. 20-1149.

2. That the Board TRANSMIT to the Public Safety Committee the attached Executive 
Summary.

DISCUSSION

On October 27, 2020, the Public Safety Committee approved Motion No. 20-1149, relative 
to the status of the Los Angeles Police Department’s Human Trafficking Task Forces 
(HTTF’s) within Operations-South Bureau (OSB) and Operations-Valley Bureau (OVB). 
Specifically, the Motion directed the Department to assess what impacts the Fiscal Year 
2020/21 budgetary reductions would have on the Department’s ongoing human trafficking 
efforts.

For the past four fiscal years (FY) dating back to FY 2017/18, the Department had 
earmarked $1 Million to $1.5 Million per year to be used for Human Trafficking Task 
Forces. The earmarked funds were divided evenly between three bureaus and used strictly 
to conduct Human Trafficking Task Force operations. In FY 2020/21, due to the budgetary 
reductions to the Department overtime account, human trafficking operations outside of 
regular duty hours were canceled. The reduction in funds has resulted in less operations and 
opportunities to rescue and help vulnerable human trafficking victims. Below is a chart that 
depicts the reductions and an Executive Summary is attached to this report that illustrates 
further operational impacts.
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Operations- Valley Bureau

July 1,2019 - October 31, 
2019

July 1, 2020 - October 31,HTTP
Enforcement

% Change
2020

205Arrests 124 -40%
Rescues 2 1 -50%

Overations-South Bureau:

July 1,2020 - October 31,HTTP
Enforcement

July 1,2019 - October 31, 
2019

% Change
2020

Arrests 125 106 -15%
18Rescues 10 -44%

Note: OSB further reported 266 pedestrian stops vs 44 during the same period and 191 vehicle stops vs 22 stops.

If additional information regarding this report is required, please contact Lieutenant Mario 
Mota, Office of Operations, at (213) 486-0111.

Respectfully, BQAm Of
fov.r: commissioners
A|*pr©ved

MICHEt R. MOORE 
Chief o: ace

Attachment



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

COUNCIL ACTION ON HUMAN TRAFFICKING BUDGETARY IMPACTS
Council File No. 20-1149

January 20,2021

PURPOSE:

On October 27,2020, the Public Safety Committee approved Motion No. 20-1149, relative to the 
status of the Los Angeles Police Department’s (Department) Human Trafficking Task Forces 
(HTTF’s) within Operations-South Bureau (OSB) and Operations-Valley Bureau (OVB). Specifically, 
the Motion directed the Department to assess what impacts the Fiscal Year 2020/21 budgetary 
reductions would have on the Department’s ongoing human trafficking efforts.

BACKGROUND:

The Human Trafficking Task Forces in OSB and OVB, led by Detective Support and Vice Division, 
Human Trafficking Unit (DSVD, HTU), were created in January 2014 to hinder gang involvement in 
human trafficking and thwart prostitution related crimes within OSB and OVB. The Human 
Trafficking Task Forces were created in OSB and OVB as those two bureaus contained the highest 
concentration of street prostitution corridors in the City.

FINDINGS:

Since the inception of the HTTF’s, both OSB and OVB have operated units within their bureaus to 
address human trafficking, arrest suspects related to those crimes, prevent further activity and offer 
social services to the victims of these horrific crimes. Officers assigned to the bureau task forces were 
assigned and/or loaned to each bureau as their primary duty assignment. In Fiscal Year 2017/18, OVB 
received funding from the Department’s overtime budget earmarked specifically for human trafficking 
prevention and enforcement, which they used to supplement their efforts on an overtime basis. Below 
is a breakdown of the additional funding earmarked for human trafficking prevention and enforcement 
over the past several years.

Funding Earmarked for Human Trafficking Task Forces:

Fiscal Year 2017/18, OVB received $1 Million
Fiscal Year 2018/19, OVB and OSB each received $500,000.00
Fiscal Year 2019/20, OVB, OSB and Operations-West Bureau (OWB)1 each received
$500,000.00
Fiscal Year 2020/21, OVB, OSB and OWB were earmarked to receive $500,000.00 each. 
However, due to the Department’s overtime budget being significantly reduced, those funds 
were negated from the entities.

1 During the Summer of 2018, OWB began running Human Trafficking Task Forces as an ancillary duty. Officers were not 
assigned to the Bureau.
PAGE | 1
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Because of the budgetary reductions and funds earmarked for the HTTF’s being reallocated within the 
Department, the biggest impact to the task forces was the reduction of overtime shifts across OVB, 
OSB and OWB. Since OVB and OSB have dedicated units at each bureau, those units continue to 
function and enforce prostitution laws related to human trafficking. However, due to the same 
budgetary reduction and moratorium on hiring and promotions, OVB is experiencing personnel 
shortages to their task force that cannot be filled, hampering operations. In addition, overtime monies 
have been eliminated for human trafficking operations impacting overall enforcement and rescue 
operations. Operations-West Bureau did not have any personnel assigned to the bureau dedicated to 
human trafficking efforts. With the elimination of overtime funds, OWB no longer operates task forces 
on an overtime basis.

Below are additional details on how the budgetary reductions have impacted each bureau with their 
HTTF efforts. The analysis was conducted upon the Department receiving the Motion from Council on 
October 27, 2020. At that time, OVB and OSB conducted a comparison from July 1,2020 to October 
31, 2020 versus the same period in 2019. The period represents the first four-months of the fiscal 
years and budgetary reductions to the HTTF’s.

Operations-Vallev Bureau

HTTF July 1,2019 - October 31, July 1,2020 - October 31, % Change
Enforcement 2019 2020

Arrests 205 124 -40%
Rescues 2 1 -50%

Overations-South Bureau:

HTTF
Enforcement

July 1,2020 - October 31, % ChangeJuly 1,2019 - October 31,
2019 2020

Arrests 125 106 -15%

Rescues 18 10 -44%
Note: OSB further reported 266 pedestrian stops vs 44 during the same period and 191 vehicle stops vs 22 stops.

As seen above, the reduction of the overtime monies effective July 1, 2020, negatively impacted the 
HTTF’s enforcement efforts. Listed below is an overview of the number of additional shifts / 
operations that were previously conducted on an overtime basis, based on previous fiscal years 
earmarks.

PAGE 2
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Overtime Details:

Bureau July 1,2019- 
October 31,2019

July 1,2020 - 
October 31,2020

% Change

42OVB 0 -100%

22OSB 0 -100%

Additional Impacts to the Task Forces:

Both OVB and OSB provided additional information on impacts the budgetary reductions and City’s 
financial status have had on their respective units.

Operations-Vallev Bureau

In 2019, OVB HTTF had one sergeant, one detective, eight police officers and four motor 
officers dedicated full time to the unit. In 2020, due to the budgetary impacts and inability to 
fill vacancies, the unit has been reduced to one sergeant and six officers, a 50% reduction in 
workforce.
With no earmarked funds for the unit, the unit now shares one vehicle amongst seven officers. 
The elimination of funds prevents the unit from acquiring rental vehicles to conduct human 
trafficking operations.
The human trafficking funds were cut, which eliminated overtime details along Sepulveda 
Boulevard, between Saticoy Street and Victory Boulevard. As a result, there was less police 
presence along the corridor resulting in an increase in Part-1 crimes from July 1, 2020 to 
December 31, 2020 compared to the same period in 2019.2
In previous years, when OVB had funds to run overtime details, the bureau conducted 70-120 
overtime shifts along Sepulveda Boulevard, Lankershim Boulevard and San Fernando Road, 
having a drastic impact on prostitution and human trafficking along those prolific corridors. 
Overall, OVB continues to see their total arrests decrease, to include pimping and pandering, 
down 53% and overall total arrests down 35%.

Overations-South Bureau

• The Human Trafficking Task Force in OSB is currently staffed with one sergeant and eight 
officers.

• The task force routinely focuses their efforts along Figueroa Street between Gage Avenue and 
Imperial Highway. 1

1 Aggravated Assaults +1.82%, Burglaries +5.88%, Motor Vehicle Theft +2.13% and Burglary Theft from Motor Vehicle 
+2.94%.
PAGE | 3
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In 2020, the OSB task force conducted more operations along the Figueroa Corridor than in 
2019 operations, but will experience a sharp decrease in 2021 due to the budgetary cuts. 
OSB is exploring reducing seven-day coverage for the unit, impacting enforcement and 
outreach efforts to the victims of human trafficking.
Without additional funds, OSB cannot acquire needed equipment which will hamper 
operational necessities.

Although the Motion focused on OVB and OSB HTTF’s, it is important to note that OWB also used 
earmarked overtime funds to conduct human trafficking operations along the historically plagued 
Western Corridor stretching from the 10 Freeway to Melrose Avenue. Operations-West Bureau does 
not have a HTTF assigned to the bureau, but managed and conducted overtime details utilizing Vice 
Units assigned to OWB divisions. Earmarked funds for OWB were used strictly for overtime details 
utilizing Vice officers on a regular day-off. Since the budgetary reductions, OWB has seen a 50% 
reduction in their operations, as they continue to run operations on a regular duty-basis, when 
deployment allows, 2-4 times per month.

CONCLUSION:

The Department recognizes that human trafficking is a pervasive crime that, if allowed to go 
undetected, will result in the victimization of society’s youth and most vulnerable population. The 
Department continues to operate Area Vice Units and HTTF’s in OVB and OSB to combat human 
trafficking crimes. As seen from the report, efforts have been hampered, arrests have decreased and the 
opportunities to locate, recue and offer help to human trafficking victims have undoubtedly decreased 
with the budgetary reductions. Within the current fiscal year, the Department will continue to operate 
the OVB and OSB HTTF’s until reasonably capable. However, divisional deployment needs and the 
reduction in our workforce will have negative impacts on our efforts.

PAGE 4
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TO: Chief of Police

FROM: Director, Office of Operations

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO COUNCIL MOTION FILE NO. 20-1149 REGARDING 
BUDGETARY IMPACTS TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING ENFORCEMENT

On October 27, 2020, the Public Safety Committee approved Motion No. 20-1149, relative 
to the status of the Los Angeles Police Department’s Human Trafficking Task Forces 
(HTTF) within Operations-South Bureau (OSB) and Operations-Valley Bureau (OVB). 
Specifically, the Motion directed the Department to assess what impacts the Fiscal Year 
2020/21 budgetary reductions would have on the Department’s ongoing human trafficking 
efforts. Attached, you will find an Executive Summary which outlines the requested 
impacts.

If you should have any questions, please contact Lieutenant Mario Mota, Office of 
Operations, at (213) 486-0100.

Respectfully,

BEATRICE M. GIRMALA, Assistant Chief 
Director, Office of Operations

Attachment
(
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Los Angeles, California, Tuesday, January 26, 20211
(Partial)2

3
With that, Madam Secretary,4 PRESIDENT DECKER:

would you start bringing the -- we have some speakers5
with us today, and I would ask the secretary to begin6
calling them up where we're going to have a presentation7
and discussion relative to services for victims of8

human trafficking.human And we have ZOE9
International, Saving Innocence, and Journey Out with us10
today.11

Members of the public and Commissioners, I'd12
like to remind you that January is National Slavery and13
Human Trafficking Prevention Month. It is also Human14
Trafficking Awareness Month. It was first declared as15
such in January of 2010. And since then, January has16
been a time to acknowledge those experiencing enslavement17
and those who have escaped.18

It was, I think, Former President Obama who19
first referred to human trafficking as modern-day20
slavery.21

Traffickers according to some national22
reports and organization, traffickers generate hundreds23
of billions of dollars in profits by trafficking people24
in horrific situations around the world, in the United25
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States, and here in Los Angeles.1
They use violence, threats, deception, debt,2

bondage, and other manipulative tactics in order to force3
people to engage in commercial sex or provide labor or4
services against their will.5

Today, I ask that we bring forth some community6
organizations and survivors to share with us the7
situation in Los Angeles -- what they are seeing, what8
they are hearing - so that we can be best informed and9
also inform the public during this important month.10

Madam Secretary, I believe you have the the11
list of of speakers; is that correct, ma'am?12

Yes, that's correct.13 MS. MUNOZ:
If you could please call them14 PRESIDENT DECKER:

if you soAnd, of course, the speakers, we15 up.
choose, please open your If you choose16 your camera.
not to, particularly as to the survivors, we17 we
certainly understand but, nevertheless, are interested in18
what you have to say.19

Our first speaker, is that Dave Cox?20
21 MR. COX: Yes.

PRESIDENT DECKER: Mr. Cox, welcome. Thank you22
very much for coming today. Welcome to the Board of23
Police Commissioners. We look forward to hearing your24
remarks.25
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Thank you so much. So to the1 MR. COX:
distinguished members of the Police Commission Police2
Commission and to our law enforcement partners and I3
just specifically call out Chief Moore and Chief Pitcher4
and the members of the dedicated Human Trafficking and5
IKEK (Phonetic) Units they're doing outstanding work.6

So thank you. Thank you for your time. Thank7
you for your generous service to our great city.8

And my name is David Cox, and I serve as the COO9
of ZOE International. And let me first start by saying10
the bottom line: Without dedicated law enforcement11
efforts, child trafficking will grow in our city.12

The most vulnerable in our city will become open13
season and easy prey for greedy opportunists. Children14
and youth will not be protected or have the justice they15
deserve.16

And, in short, without dedicated law enforcement17
there will be no movement to the solution ofefforts,18

human trafficking because when human traffickers are not19
checked, this type of crime grows quickly. So these20
specialized units are essential, and this is what law21
enforcement can do that we cannot do as advocacy groups.22

We cannot track down perpetrators and23
traffickers. We cannot recover minors who are being24
groomed, manipulated, threatened, or held by traffickers.25
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We cannot bring those preying on our children to justice.1
So if not dedicated police personnel to answer this call,2
then who?3

So how important is this? I would say: Ask the4
33 missing children recovered last week in Operation5
Los Angeles, as the Chief referenced, many of whom have6
been sexually exploited.7

For most crimes, people are victimized once.8
These youth are victimized over and over again, often9
daily, sometimes for years. And we're not talking10
vehicle theft here. We're talking child theft.11 We're
not talking about petty crime. We're talking about12
adults and children being bought and sold in our city.13

After nearly two decades of doing this work, let14
me tell you what we hear from survivors who are now15
adults. They told us that there was no focus on human16
trafficking when they were being trafficked. Well, that17
was then, but this is now. We have an opportunity to18
fund hope for our kids.19

Why does this need specialized lawSome ask:20
enforcement focus? Let me answer that: Trafficking21
trafficking investigations take time, and they're usually22
complex. We understand the complexity. Often, these23
victims are juveniles. Often, victims are moved around24
the city or city to city. Often, this crime is tied up25
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with other crimes.1
So, in short, it's a difficult crime, and it2

requires dedicated focus to recover victims and prosecute3
traffickers.4

We have been combating trafficking since 2002.5
We work with federal and local law enforcement,6
internationally and domestically. A lot of people have a7
theory on how to combat human trafficking.8 But I can
tell you a person with experience is never at the mercy9
of a person with a theory.10

I can tell you from experience we have never11
seen success in combating this issue without dedicated12
law enforcement partnership. Civilians cannot do the13

Without funding,work law enforcement does.14
investigations will drop and not be pursued. It'll15
result in less convictions, less recoveries.16

Children will not experience justice.17
Perpetrators will expand their operations. Currently,18
LAPD's DSVD who handles these crimes against children in19
our city has shrunk from eight personnel to three. And20
we have to empower law enforcement with resources to do21
what only they can do.22

Finally, why is this crime different? This23
crime is not just another crime on the list of crimes.24
It is the human rights issue of our time. It is our next25
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generation being targeted. This is what we're fighting1
People are being bought and sold in our city.for.2

Children are being targeted, manipulated, threatened,3
brutalized over and over again.4

So what's the solution? We have to have active5
investigation and justice being served, and that does not6
happen without dedicated law enforcement efforts. This7
problem has solutions. We see that it's leadership8
that's just needed around the world.9

But as someone who has seen positive effects of10
dedicated law enforcement efforts around the globe, we11
need you. We appreciate you. We love our law12
enforcement brothers and sisters. And on behalf of13
professionals on the ground working with these precious14
survivors, we can't do it without you.15

Our state department told us that people around16
the world watch Los Angeles because our city is the most17
innovative in child trafficking, combating it.18 So I say:

Let's do what's right for the children.Let's lead.19
Decision-makers like yourselves have the20

consideration of law enforcement needs for a whole city.21
I'm here in front of you today to be a voice forWell,22

the children. I'm here to say we can't go backwards.23
We've taken ground. Traffickers are advancing. We24

We cannot surrender our vulnerable25 cannot retreat.
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youth.1
There's ale famous quote, When good people do2 II

nothing, evil prevails. So let's do something.3 II Let's
find the dollars, and let's fight for our children.4

And I'd like to introduce my colleague,5
Dr. Jason Plunkett who oversees our advocacy work locally6
and can give you a brief view from our advocate's7
perspective.8

PRESIDENT DECKER: Thank you, Mr. Cox. And,9
Madam Secretary, please bring up the doctor. And,10
Commissioners, we'll have questions at the end of all the11
presentations.12

Doctor, please.13
Good morning and Happy New Year.14 MR. PLUNKETT:

I'm Dr. Jason Plunkett of ZOE International. I am one of15
the United States directors. And my voice today is16
representing our advocates and the child victims.17

ZOE's NGO (Unintelligible) currently works to18
advocate and recover at-risk CSEC (Phonetic) identified19
youth victims in L.A. County. ZOE, with the youth20
victims and their families we serve, are dependent on21
partnering with the law enforcement to help recover22
children from the hands of traffickers and bring them to23
safety.24

Research shows that number of youths recovered25
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from sex trafficking in L.A. County is specifically1
related to the number of law enforcement on duty to2
recover the youth.3

So in the four-year FRP report show -- show that4
Tuesdays and Wednesdays had the highest numbers of5
recoveries. Those were the same days more law6
enforcements were assigned to work. So on the days more7
law enforcements were assigned to work, more children8
were being recovered.9

This means more children who are safe from10
abusive traffickers, being exploited on streets, in11

Missing children who are beingmotels, and other venues.12
trafficked often reach out to their ZOE advocates at all13
times of the nights, any day, any weekend.14

Our advocates are often able to convince us to15
let us contact law enforcement to help us recover them.16
Without enough law enforcement available for these17
recoveries, youth will be less inclined to reach out and18
will remain with traffickers or in dangerous situations.19

It takes a great deal of courage, risk, trust on20
the point on the part of both children and families to21
work with the law enforcement to provide information to22
help with the investigations against perpetrators due to23
this threat on both their family and safety concerns.24

They need to know that law enforcement will do25
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all that they can to investigate their cases to encourage1
their continued cooperation. If they know resources2
resources are limited to follow up their cases, they may3
be resistant to provide that information, information4
that will help with law enforcement.5

Children are are being exploited by6
traffickers on a daily basis. It's a crisis.7 It's
dangerous, often needed expedient law enforcement8
response in order to bring the safety.9

We at ZOE know we need law enforcement to10
support to serve our youth. So all the law enforcement11
officers on this call, this fight to combat human12
trafficking, thank you for your service. And we13
appreciate it.14

PRESIDENT DECKER: Thank you, Dr. Plunkett. We15
very much appreciate your presentation along with16

Thank you so much.17 Mr. Cox.
MR. PLUNKETT: Thank you.18

We hope you can stay for19 PRESIDENT DECKER:
questions in at the end.20

MR. PLUNKETT: Okay.21
Madam Secretary, I believe22 PRESIDENT DECKER:

our next speaker is Alan Smyth, Saving Innocence.23
Mr. Smyth, you're on mute. There we go. We can24

Welcome.25 see you now.
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can you hear me now?1 MR. SMYTH: Can you
PRESIDENT DECKER: Yes, sir.2
MR. SMYTH: Okay. Sorry. My computer when I3

got made the panelist, something happened. And it4
blacked out for a second.5

PRESIDENT DECKER: Oh, no worries, Mr. Smyth.6
We understand.7

MR. SMYTH: Yeah. This crazy world we're living8
in. Thank you and good morning, everybody. And and9
thank you, Chief, and the Commissioners for having myself10
and having Saving Innocence participate here today.11 It's
our honor to have served the child victims of sex12
trafficking here in this great city for over 10 years.13

And a special thank you to the LAPD for the14
huge, important, and difficult job you are tasked with.15
We truly appreciate our partnership with you.16

We find ourselves in unprecedented and17
precarious times. We've just gone through the most18
emotional and contentious political season of all-time,19
significant civil unrest all summer long and deep into20

And on top of that, a once-in-a-100-yearthe fall.21
global pandemic which has wreaked havoc havoc on lives22
and the economy.23

Due to all of the above, all of us are taking a24
hard look at the personnel and the budget items for which25
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we are entrusted with. To that end, I understand this1
commission is entering into these important conversations2
with funding, with personnel on the ground.3

The Board of Supervisors, the Mayor, everybody4
up and down the line that has responsibility for some5
kind of a budget is looking hard at the decisions they6

A lot is riding on this conversation andhave to make.7
on these decisions.8

The great Nelson Mandela said it powerfully when9
he said, There is no key to revelation into a society's10 II

soul than the way in which it treats its children.11 II

These unprecedented times have us all collectively12
stepping up and peering into the very window of the soul13
of our society. When we do that, what will we see?14

On behalf of Saving Innocence, a 10-year-old15
antihuman trafficking agency focused on recovery and16
restoration of minors in Los Angeles. May it never be17
true that any of us should discard, minimize, or reduce18
our efforts in child protection.19

On behalf of the thousands of kids we have20
served and yet to serve, may we never shrink away from21
our responsibility to protect them.22

I have a moment of clarity on this.23 It's
Child protection should beactually crystal clear to me.24

the very last thing that we reduce, eliminate from our25
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budgets and our personnel deployment the very last1
thing and for sure not in South Los Angeles where the2
majority of child trafficking actually occurs.3

One officer recently told me that they are4
forced to triage their human trafficking cases due to5
their capacity as if some are more important and more6
pressing than others. For that, I say,7 II No. II

As a parent myself, triaging child trafficking8
cases is unconscionable. All of them are critical and9
crucial right now, right here. As the executive director10
of an antihuman trafficking agency focused on children,11
it is unacceptable.12

The funds and the personnel dedicated to child13
protection should not be reduced. Should not. They14
should be increased. They should not be defunded. They15

I implore all of you with yourshould be refunded.16
powerful place and platform in L.A. County to send that17
message to the ultimate budget decision-makers.18 Our
children deserve nothing less.19

I want to give the final word to one of our20
Saving Innocence kids, one of the clients that we serve.21
She was in an out-of-state care facility after being22
actively trafficked in Los Angeles, receiving the23
therapeutic help that she needed, and finishing up her24
schooling.25
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Graduation day was approaching, and so she asked1
her Saving Innocence advocate if she could travel and2
celebrate with her this important day which also happened3
to be her birthday. Well, that request came to my desk.4
They were asking to buy a plane ticket, rent a car, and5
get a motel room.6

I said, And if you can't get aPack your bags.7
plane ticket, I'll drive you there. So our advocate8
went there to celebrate this child, and I said, "Okay.9
Just do me one thing: Make sure you somewhere,10
someplace, at a 7-Eleven I don't know where buy one11
of those flower leis and put it around her neck like the12
girls get at graduation day and send me a picture.13

So I started getting those pictures. Not long14
I got a letter from this child on a piece ofafter that,15

paper using a pencil. When's the last time any of us got16
a letter on a piece of paper?17

And she says this among other things, Thank you18
for giving me a second chance at life. Did you catch19

She's not thanking us for a second chance at herthat?20
English exam or her driver's permit test. She's actually21
thanking us for a second chance at life.22

And at another spot in the letter, she actually23
talked about anticipating not even being alive by this24
birthday that we just celebrated with her due to the life25
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that she was forced to endure. Okay.1
So she's unaware of the larger team responsible2

for this second chance chance at life, so let me take3
some liberty in the letter that she sent me.4

Had she been aware of your role, law enforcement5
in LAPD, the role that you played, the critical role that6
you played in her recovery, she would have thanked you as7
well. So I say on her behalf: Thank you" to the LAPD8 II

for giving kids a second chance at life.9
Now, let's keep doing this. Let's do more of10

it, not less. Every child is priceless. Let us reduce11
our efforts, our personnel, and our budgeting if and only12
if there are no more children to recover and every13
perpetrator is prosecuted.14

Thank you so much for the hard and important15
work that you're all doing.16

PRESIDENT DECKER: Thank you, Mr. Smyth, for17
your work, the hard and important work, that you are18
doing. Very much appreciated, sir. And thank you for19
coming today and sharing that.20

MR. SMYTH: My honor. Thank you, and I'll be21
happy to stick around, as you mentioned earlier, for22

23 some
I would appreciatePRESIDENT DECKER: I would24

it if any - everyone who can, please do.25
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And, Ms. Edwards?1
2 MS. EDWARDS: Yes.

PRESIDENT DECKER: Welcome. Welcome. We3
appreciate you coming today. The floor is yours, ma'am.4

MS. EDWARDS: Thank you. Good morning, and5
thank you for letting me speak on behalf of Saving6
Innocence in support of LAPD law enforcement. My name is7
Jasmine Edwards, and I've been with this organization8
approaching about seven years now.9

As our executive director just said before,10
Saving Innocence works directly with kids who have been11
impacted by commercially sexual exploitation. With that12
being said, my nearly seven-year career with Saving13
Innocence has allowed me to not only work directly with14
the youth but also with law enforcement, specifically15

16 LAPD.
The relationship that I have built with these17

men and women have been a catalyst in the successful18
recovery of children victims of human trafficking.19 As
most of the victims that have been that have been20
rescued and connected to Saving Innocence have been under21
the age of 18, mainly -- many of which are younger than22
13 and 14.23

Having trained in knowledge about interacting24
with these youth is something that takes skill and25
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experience which law enforcement has both.1
As I have continue as I have countless2

interactions with LAPD in rescuing children,3 one rescue
in particular comes to mind, a 15-year-old girl recovered4
on the Blade (Phonetic) wearing nearly nothing. At first5
glance, you would think that she was no younger than 25.6
Listening to her experience, I would say that she was no7
less than 40.8

Law enforcement not only had the skills, but9
also were trained to identify this youth as just that,10 a

In this particular case, the young child neededyouth.11
to be reminded that she was a child. By the time that we12
arrived at the police station, LAPD officers had already13
talked us up, letting her know that we come bearing Teddy14
bears and warm clothes.15

When we walked into the situation when we16
walked into the station, warm clothes were welcomed17

We received warm welcomeswarm welcomes were18 sorry.
from law enforcement which only heightened the19
comfortability and reduced the tension of the situation20
at hand.21

As she sat in the police station in a robe which22
was provided by Saving Innocence but given to her by law23
enforcement, we were able to sit in an area and began to24
build a rapport. And we were able to check in to see how25
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she was doing.1
Long story short, the relationship that I had2

with this now 17-year-old contains conversations about3
The success of this one youth,college and career paths.4

similar to so many others. And it begins with the first5
interaction that happened with law enforcement.6

I ask you that if you choose to cut budgets,7
please do not cut it when it comes to law enforcement and8

related to human trafficking, as they wereefforts to9
the ignition point of so many resources that can be10
provided to kids who are commercially sexually exploited.11

Without them searching for them on the streets,12
without them looking for our children, so many of our13
youths will fall victims to the tricks of traffickers,14
pimps, and johns. Law enforcement plays a pivotal role15
in the rescue and recovery of our children.16

And for that, I am here in support and17
advocating not only for our kids but to the law18
enforcement that make that first interaction with them.19
Thank you.20

Thank you, Ms. Edwards.21 PRESIDENT DECKER:
Thank you very much for coming and for sharing22
(Inaudible)23

(Interruption in the proceedings.)24
those stories very much.25 PRESIDENT DECKER:
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We very much appreciate it. And if you are able to stay,1
we welcome you staying as well.2

Our next speaker, I believe, is a survivor from3
4 Journey Out.

Good morning.5 MS. THORNTON:
PRESIDENT DECKER: Good morning. Thank you for6

coming today.7
Thank you for having me. Hello.8 MS. THORNTON:

My name is Teeka Thornton (Phonetic). I am a lead case9
manager for an organization, Journey Out, formally known10
as Mary Magdalene Project.11

Our (Unintelligible) ED Dr. Powell, former12
formally Sergeant Payne via Los Angeles PD, wanted to13
bridge in law enforcement, service providers, and14
survivors. The main focus was to assist law enforcement15
with the victims. But it has become so much more.16

We have noticed that with the crisis team, we17
there to build trust with law enforcement with18 are, "A, II

the victims. And we are also there to stay tethered to19
the victim so that they can be a more they'll be in -20
in an increase in the conviction rate of the traffickers.21

while I've been in here, I've been22 I am
continuing to hear how these operations, these sting23
operations, are oppressive and sometimes divisive of the24
community and law enforcement. But that's not the case.25
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I'm in these police stations with the with1
law enforcement as well as the arrestees, and I'm2
witnessing the level of care and professionalism that is3
brought on by these specialized units. The Human4
Trafficking Task Force in DSVD are very much needed5
because they have the understanding of the community and6
of this and of human trafficking like no other7
officers in the police station.8

Yes, Patrol Police are aware of the issues, but9
they have not had the opportunity to work with these10
victims and these people that are engaging in this type11
of situations.12

As a survivor myself, I am very envious of a lot13
of the the people that I come that I14 encounter
encounter because I wish, when I was in the middle of my15
victimization at the age of starting at the age of 1216
in the 1990s in South Central Los Angeles, I wish that I17
would have been recovered by some of the officers that I18
work with today.19

A lot of people don't see what impact that these20
officers are making on the people that are the the21
victims of human trafficking as well as the arrestees.22

The arrestees may come in two or three different23
times for for different arrests, but the thing is they24
don't see when they are tired of being a part of the life25
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how they contact the same officers that arrest them to1
help them out with resources and to to help them2 to
exit the life.3

A lot of the results aren't immediate, but these4
officers, as long as well as service providers, are5
planting seeds that leave lasting impressions on these6
people that are involved in the commercial sex trade and7
those that are potential victims of human trafficking.8

In efforts to lower the arrest rate and the9
conviction rate of those that are engaging in10
prostitution-related charges, there is a project that we11
are piloting in the West Bureau of Los Angeles. And it's12
called Project Beacon.13

Project Beacon is a pilot profiling diversion14
program that is currently being tested in Hollywood and15
Olympic LAPD Divisions in the City of Los Angeles. The16
program provides personal support and services to17
participants in addition to mandatory classes.18

Individuals who successfully complete the Beacon19
program within 60 days of an of the arrest will not20
have a new charge filed against them for eligible21
offenses, and they are not required to appear in court.22
These efforts that are being made by LAPD, the City23
Attorney's Office, and service and service providers24
as well as survivors are lowering the the amount of25
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arrests that are on these people's criminal records.1
And instead of putting charges on their records,2

are offering different alternativethey are3
opportunities that aren't usually provided to the public.4

I'd just like to personally thank the ladies and5
the men that are a part of the Human Trafficking Task6
Force, DSVD, and the other service providers like ZOE7
International and like Saving Innocence that are8
assisting children getting out of the life, assisting9
children in being recovered in this terrible thing of10
human trafficking.11

But there are some that fall through the cracks12
like myself that become adults and are looking for some13
sort of refuge or looking for some help. And14
organizations like Journey Out with law enforcement are15
doing that such thing. They are helping out the16
community more than they are hurting the community.17

As a survivor, like I said before, I am18
witnessing the professionalism and the amount of care.19 I
have seen officers contact me on their days off to check20

check in on -- on victims and/or past arrestees to21 on
ensure their safety. I have seen police officers go to22
court appearances for different situations not just23
criminal cases for these victims.24

I wish that people can see and can hear the25
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our clients that come into ourthanks of the1
organization that wish that they would have gotten2
arrested sooner to get the amount of care and need that3
they needed in order to recover and to become healthy,4
happy adults. Thank you.5

PRESIDENT DECKER: Thank you, Teeka. We very6
much appreciate you coming today and sharing your7
personal experiences. We can only imagine that it must8
not be easy, so thank you so much for coming today.9

I believe you're up next.Orlee,10
Thank you, everyone, for having us11 MS. FREEMAN:

It is pronounced "Oree.here.12 II

13 PRESIDENT DECKER: Oree
I think today I represent just14 MS. FREEMAN:

survivor to leader an organization based in Orange County15
as a board member.16

I do say it has been my privilege to train the17
FBI, the Federal Bureaus of Prisons, FBI as well as18
UCLA's masters class, and also have an honor to work with19
Saving Innocence just a year ago in a same place that I20
have been with their journey since they started when it21
was just a one-man show with Kim Bittle (Phonetic) and22
have been blessed to see the outcome and the the23
transformation they have done in the community.24

Although I represent, you know, myself today,25
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I'm going to say that today I represent the children and1
the human beings that will be bought and sold and raped2
tonight. Today, I represent children who will become3
silenced. Their dreams will seem impossible, and life4
will become hopeless.5

Today, I represent human beings who lives become6
full of pain, hate, anger, bitterness. As I've watched7
and experienced cycles of trauma and abuse, we know what8

Instead of becoming thethat leads to and what happens.9
victims, we then become the criminals.10

I want to ask you all to think about your11
everyone on this screen and everyone on the call:normal,12

What does your life look like when you leave this call13
and when you return to your homes with your children or14
with your grandchildren? What does "normal and how do15 II

you identify as normal"?16 II

Now I want to share with you our normal and what17
that looks like for us, what that's going to look like18
for children tonight, whether if they feel it they're19
for, you know, the movement or not for the movement.20

What was my normal at 11 years old on the21
streets of L.A., born and raised in South Central and22
what that service looked like? My normal as well as the23
children's normal tonight will be raped seven to 15 times24
a night. It's not a choice. It will never be a choice25
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to be out there.1
Our normal is notYou don't have dreams.2

thinking of college or playing with Barbie dolls or3
hoping that Grandma and Grandpa was going to stop by.4
Our normal is not thinking that our parents are going to5
tuck us in at night.6

Our normal is every single day waking up and7
thinking that if today is going to be the day that I die.8
Today is I'm going to be making money for somebody.9 II I'm
going to be stripped of everything that I have,10
everything that I've been brought up with, every piece of11
innocence will be stripped. Every single thing.12 II

Normal is not what life looks like today for me13
at 25 and raising my child and stepping outside and --14
and knowing that I I'm okay and not having to worry15
about that.16

My normal is not right now having to be stripped17
of everything that I've ever known or wondering if I was18
going to eat tonight or whether it how I'm going to be19
talked to, how I'm going to be treated. So I just wanted20
to place that with you all.21

Today, I say proudly saying that we have come so22
far to stop and to go backwards. I'm not just an23
advocate or have been an advocate, but I'm very well24
experienced over 15 years of my life, life in the life25
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and life out of the life.1
And I'm going to tell you it's a very hard2

journey to not just survive in the life, but the outcome3
and how to get back on your feet and keep going. I sit4
proudly to know that when I was 11 years old on the5

and I had my fair share of experience with law6 streets
enforcement in being born and raised in L.A.7

And I definitely was a part of the8
school-to-prison pipeline at 11 years old and being a9
juvenile delinquent and placed on probation.10

Now they are beingWe used to be unseen.11
We used to be misunderstood. Now there is arescued.12

understanding and true empathy. We used to be seen as13
prostitutes at 11, 12, 13 years old and locked up and14

But now we are seen as victims and15 sent to camp.
respected as survivors.16

Personally, I was taught hate. I was taught and17
forced to avoid any type of law enforcement. Today, my18
child's -- my child's godfather is an officer.19 My
mentors are a part of the agencies. Seeds were planted20
because both parties were willing to learn, were willing21
to see things differently.22

I've been invited into rooms and trainings with23
over 15,000 individuals as well as24

(Interruption in the proceedings.)25
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as well as1 MS. FREEMAN: Sorry, guys
different organizations like the See and Away Conference2
(Phonetic) and also working with the Federal of3
Investigations and being able to not only, you know,4
change the perspective, but change the hearts and mind of5
people in the way that people perceive us.6

also have quicklySeeds were planted. I have7
learned, especially with the detectives on the8
Los Angeles County Task Force, that at one point I9
thought that they were just learning from me, that they10
was bringing this survivor, and, you know, I would be11
able to share my experiences and hope to change the12
hearts and minds.13

And I'll be honest with you guys, I quickly14
And separating the dividestarted to learn from them.15

between the two, from being a victim, from someone16
learning to be taught to hate law enforcement, to17
understanding that they were human beings as well, and18
that everybody on the team seemed like they all had19
daughters, and to know that they were only here to20
protect and to serve, and that maybe along the lines21
communication or maybe because how we showed up as22
survivors is not who we really were but can come off as23
very defensive.24

Well, that's what we're being taught, and I25
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quickly learned from them how to be a better mother,1
definitely. And that looks a lot personally in my life.2

I literally, the other day, had dinner with my3 I
daughter Evelyn's godfather and him and his wife.4

And I looked at him, and I said, "What made you5
6 trust me?"

And he said, "Well, you trust me first. And7 II

it's this open conversation that's willing to be heard8
and to be honest with each other, and that relationship9
with his whole family has transpired. And I'm not10
suggesting that everyone else do that.11

But it's when people let their guard downs and12
they're willing to learn from each other, and not to13
create division. I think, for me, a lot of working from14
against like, working against each other and working15
alongside has definitely changed.16

We have come so far from children being child17
prostitutes to being victims. And, to be brutally18
honest, we're more than survivors. I'm a mother.19 I'm a

You know, I'm a sister.student. I'm about to graduate.20
I'm an activist. I'll all those things,I'm a healer.21

and ones before have just a small part of my story.22
But we cannot do it, you guys. I look at my23

life, and I can't do it on my own. I couldn't24 I can't
do it on my own yet. I needed someone at the time to25
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lace up my boots and prepare me for the journey that was1
going to go ahead because at the time I could not fight2
for myself.3

And the children tonight can't fight for4
theirself. As much as sometimes some people may think5
it's a choice, it's not a choice. You don't wake up and6
ask to be a prostitute. You don't wake up and ask to be7
raped multiple times a night.8

I've never in my life nor the hundred and -9
over the 175 survivors that I know never picked a10
prostitute booth to go to, and that's what they wanted11
for their life or even to be a sex worker at 11 and 1212
years old.13

So today, I not only speak on my behalf, but I14
speak on all the children and all the human beings15
tonight that will be exploited. And I hope moving16
forward with anything and as we approach this is that we17
don't only see them as victims, but they're human beings.18
They're children. And they're also women and men who19
were once children. Thank you.20

Miss Freeman, thank you so21 PRESIDENT DECKER:
much for your powerful, powerful statement.22 Same,
Miss Thornton. So appreciate you coming. Miss Edwards,23
Mr. Smyth, Dr. Plunkett, Mr. Cox.24

We stand in awe of all of you for the work you25
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do every single day and for the benefit you provide our1
community. I also know you stand here representing2
children. You stand here representing many other3
organizations also in Los Angeles who are also working in4
the community on this issue. And we thank them all.5

Chief, I'm going to turn it over to you in - in6
one moment just for any comments you want to give on7
behalf of the Department and then open it up to8
questions.9

I will only say my admiration for all the work10
that you all do was certainly heightened when I was the11
United States Attorney here in this district.12 I am
was responsible for the investigations of individuals who13
were trafficking in children.14

I'm aware of the challenges associated with15
identifying and holding people accountable who are16
placing our young people in this bondage and in this17
danger, so I truly have a tremendous amount of18
appreciation for what you do, not just because these19
cases are difficult, but because they are heartbreaking.20

And I'm also aware that Los Angeles is a hub of21
human trafficking activity for not just our region but22

So what we do here in Los Angeles isfor our country.23
incredibly important and will have a ripple effect around24
the country.25
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Mr. Tefank, at the end of the presentations, I1
am going to ask you whether it's possible to get a2
transcript of today's presentations and attach it to any3
report that is sent to City Council. And, hopefully,4
that can be done in a timely manner.5

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TEFANK: Sure. Will do.6
PRESIDENT DECKER: Thank you.7
Chief of Police, sir?8
CHIEF MOORE: Madam President, thank you. And I9

on behalf of the men and women in the Los Angelesjust10
Police Department, I want to echo your remarks relative11
to these survivors, to these advocates, to these12
champions on such a critical issue.13

Human trafficking, this aspect of this this14
scourge we see in our society - those that would prey15
upon others, on human beings and particularly on children16

not just captivate, but justand to see them just17
devour these lives and destroy them is just but as we18
look at one of the aspects of law enforcement that gives19
us such times of emotional damage is to see the evil that20
people are willing to invoke upon a child.21

And it heartens my soul to hear the survivors,22
these champions that have survived these attacks, that23
have survived this or these ordeals and have found a new24
life and a brightness in moving forward.25
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It also heartens to see the recognition that our1
as a profession, our people at timesmen and women2

as these victims have been described with a stereotype or3
a structure or a perception is that they're men and4
women. They're people of heart. They have they1re5
they have sons and daughters. They are themselves sons6
and daughters.7

And they recognize that as they're rescuing8
thisthese young folks from these these these9

demons that they'll do everything possible to see their10
And that at times means overcoming substantial11 success.

obstructions and and obstacles within our systems.12
Today, you'll hear from Chief Scott. You'll13

hear about our efforts in this regards, this critical14
area. But let me -- before they make their presentation,15
I'm sure every member here at Saving Innocence, this16
Journey Out, I would Teeka, please say hello17 II II to
Stephanie Payne for me. We worked together for many18

And she's an absolute champion.19 years.
But Oree Freeman, Alan Smyth, Dr. Plunkett, Dave20
know that we stand for is that we we alliedClark21

with you. And ally with you in regards to make a22
difference.23

This and regardless of the numbers, each24
number is a life and is a future that that your25
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collective effort is is making -- making the1
difference. And we remain committed. Despite budget2
cuts and curtailment, I recognize that this report3
demonstrates some of the realities of this fiscal crisis4
that we are in, hard choices that this Department and the5
City has to make.6

But let me assure you that our work will still7
remain here. And while we may not have the velocity of8
added funding or added areas, we will remain committed9
with personnel. And this is critical to us as we move10
forward.11

Madam President, I'll give give itMadam12
back to you.13

Thank you very much, Chief.14 PRESIDENT DECKER:
Commissioners, I want to be respectful of all15

the advocates' times, and I know we have other16
presentations coming from the Department. But I do want17

if you have a question you'd like to to ask, give18 to,
you that opportunity.19

Commissioner Soboroff, I see you're opening your20
mic, sir.21

COMMISSIONER SOBOROFF: Thank you. I want to22
tell you that this was one of the most meaningful and23
powerful presentations that I've seen in the last eight24

25 years.
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Jasmine, Dr. Plunkett, Alan, the rest of you1
but I want to speak directly to Miss Freeman for a2

You have a gift to communicate that is rare andsecond.3
You have a message that is important andwonderful.4

critical and meaningful.5
What you've gone through and who you are and who6

you are going to be is a great American story. With your7
gift comes a responsibility to share like you did with us8
with as many people as possible.9

I think that you -- the the people that you10
represent, the organization that you represent that's11
that's here today, that that you that you and the12
organization but, again, I'm speaking to you and, I13

- but have a spectacular giftto all of you14 guess, to
to communicate from your heart unlike unlike anything15
that I've seen.16

And I want to thank you for coming, and I want17
and I want to wish you the best. And I want to18 to

hope that you will take that responsibility to get out19
there as much as you can because you can change the20
world. And you're -- you're much appreciated. Thank21

22 you.
Thank you, Commissioner.23 PRESIDENT DECKER:

Commissioner Briggs, sir?24
Thank you, Madam25 VICE PRESIDENT BRIGGS:
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President. First, I want to thank all of you who have1
made this presentation. I second what Commissioner2
Soboroff said. This has been one of the most powerful3
presentations that I can imagine, one that, at least,4
stirs me as the call for action.5

Miss Freeman, what you said spoke to me so well,6
because I too grew up in South Central Los Angeles. And7
I saw what was going on there having grown up in this8
city.9

It outrages me that it is still going on and10
that we have those who would say, Oh, don't allow the11 II

police to go in and help the victims. That simply12 II

outrages me to no end.13
Ms. Edwards, thank you for sharing your story14

with us as well as you, Miss Thornton. These are15
And, Mr. Smyth, I almost had tears inpowerful moments.16

my eyes thinking about the story that you related to us17
because it was so powerful to rescue, at least, someone,18
someone who understood that this was their life, not just19
a class or something, but their life which had been20
rescued.21

And and I, for one and, you know, I have22
to defer to President because I'm a newer commissioner23
here and all of those more experienced - but I, for one,24
want to leave here not simply telling City Council, Oh,25 II
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we reviewed this report and we're passing it along, but1 II

for one, want to recommend to the City Council that we2 I,
fully fund this task force so that they can go about the3
work of rescuing the victims here because that's what's4
needed.5

Anything less, in my opinion, is an abdication6
of our responsibility as a city. I think it'sAnd I7

And, you know, my other members will tellwell needed.8
me if I've overstepped here, but that's where I stand9
today because I don't want to simply rubber-stamp a10
report that does nothing.11

I want to create a plan that helps our city make12
people such as yourselves, Miss Freeman, not a victim,13
not even a survivor. I don't want this to happen in our14
city going forward. Thank you, and I yield my time.15

Thank you, Commissioner16 PRESIDENT DECKER:
Briggs. And you didn't overstep. I was just going to17
suggest it when we got to the LAPD report that is going18
to the City Council that we make that amendment. I think19
that would be the appropriate time.20

But, certainly, it is as it's not21
inappropriate during this presentation. And I hope that22
all the presenters in hearing that and hearing what will23
be a motion to amend the report going to City Council24
that you find that your time today is is well spent25
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in in in the work and the effort that you're1
you're doing here with us today.2

Thank you, Commissioner Briggs.3
I do want to give any other commissioner if4

they -- Commissioner Bonner, sir?5
COMMISSIONER BONNER: Yep. Thank you. Thank6

you very much. And thank you as well to each of the7
I had four questions I'm just going to try8 presenters.

to roll into one (Unintelligible) and - and and I9
would welcome any thoughts or comments from -- from10

as appropriate.11 anyone as
I was with an officer down inA few weeks ago,12

South Los Angeles. And we happened upon a group of young13
They were probably in their teens and maybe early14 women.

they all had the same tattoo on their20s. Had the15
necks and was, you know, pretty clearly a trafficking16
kind of situation.17

And it was maybe 10 minutes of of chitchat,18
the questions around thatsmall talk. And the19

situation, I think, that that are coming before here,20
someone had referenced situations where21 one was

because I first, rolling up to that situation, assumed it22
was an enforcement situation.23

And then as I mentioned, it was a chitchat24
situation. The officer engaged the the girlsthe25
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in conversation, and then they went on their about1
their business.2

And someone here referenced that, you know,3
situations where there may be one or more of those kinds4

And then someone may express an interest inof contacts.5
trying to get out of the situation.6

So I would -- would appreciate a little bit7
of or a comment, really, on on how that8 you
know, just bringing up how that happens, you know, in9

of situations where someone doesterms of10 try to
reach or approach an officer or someone else for an11
opportunity to get out.12

And what -- what does that really involve in13
what is, then, the motion,terms of what what's14

then, of this along with that, I'm aware that and I15
assume that there's on one of the16 I've seen on
websites some of the other case workers and others that17
are involved.18

But the question kind of is you spoke19 you
the importance of the policea lot today about the20

officers. And I know there are situations where they're21
public health people in the health care system who are22
involved and so on.23

But comment on just who are the other players24
who might interact with someone who might come out of25
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that environment and be looking for help. That would be1
appreciated.2

Along those lines, when we're talking about3
crime and and criminal activity, here you have the4
victims of, you know, trafficking and then, of course,5
the the perpetrators. But what what does6
prevention look like in this context? is is part of7

that question in terms ofthat of the the group8
of interventionists and others who may be outof9

trying to prevent this activity.10
finally, we heard from some of theAnd then,11

public comment earlier some concerns about law12
enforcement using these opportunities to further13
criminalize sex workers, and I just wanted some comment14
on that as well.15

So it's I know there's a lot there, but it16
I'm framing it in the context of that onebut I'm17

experience where I happened upon someone on the streets.18
If they express an interest in - in getting help, what19

But also, you know, what kinds ofwould happen?20
prevention and other people that that they, you know,21
might be involved with them.22

MS. FREEMAN: Yeah. I can say something really23
quick before a lot of I know a lot of the boss24
(Unintelligible) were going to are going to talk about25
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the organization.1
I just want to say something especially when it2

comes to time and especially money. to buildIt takes3
relationships. And in order for someone to trust, that4
takes time. And sometimes it took me over 20 times to5
enter the life and leave the life in order for me to know6

So it takes time.that I was ready.7
It takes time for officers to build a8

relationship or the rapport. Many of the the officer,9
I would say, practically almost saved my life, it take10

- probably about five arrests for me totook many11
continuously see him, to continuously be the one that was12
either booking me, transporting me for me to know that13
this was somebody that cared about his job.14

it‘sI would just say before they speak,15 So I
it takes time, and it‘s not a quick fix. Like,just16

it‘s not something that you can just do it really17
quickly.18

And one thing I do want to say for L.A. County,19
being a part of the movement, the real movement of how20
much sex trafficking has progressed within the 11 years,21
L.A. County has done an extraordinary thing about22
bridging gaps, especially with intervention and23
prevention.24

We have the honor as over 12 survivors who25
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created, along with L.A. County and so many of the board1
members, of being alongside, creating beautiful2
interventions for the youth, but also in a process of3
working with parents and what that looked like because we4
can solve the problem within with our kids. But if we5
don't have the solution at home, it‘s not going to work.6

Also working with young boys and a lot of the7
men putting those things together that has worked within8
the population, especially with the gang population as9
Mr. Freeman who has who works for L.A. County and10
other people.11

Do any of the other12 PRESIDENT DECKER:
representatives or organizations want to answer any13
portion of the questions presented?14

MS. THORNTON: Yes. To piggyback off of Oree,15
she's absolutely right. I have been inI have seen16
the past four years every month, two to three17 two to
four times a month have been a part of the sting18
operations in the in the police stations.19

And we see the same clients come in time and20
time again, and sometimes I'll get a call from an officer21
in saying, Do you remember such-and-such?22 II II

And I'm like, Yeah.23 II II

"Well, they just called the station, and they24
were looking for some help. They were looking for the25
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girl that, you know, we brought in to talk to them about1
the organization.2 II

That right there is is amazing for me, and it3
happens more than once. It happens more often than not.4
There's many times when I see an officer, and they'll ask5
about this person who was arrested. Like she said, it6
takes about four or five arrests, or sometimes in some7
cases, it takes for something drastic to happen.8

They will get a call for a domestic violence, or9
they'll get a call for something else. And then that10
person will see that officer in the police station11
because of something else, and they will reach out for12

and ask for their their assistance.the13
There are other organizations that are a part of14

the Project Beacon program that we're piloting, and that15
is called Project Project Sustain. That is the DPS16
DPSS office. That is the that is the the17
employment centers like One Stop, so and so forth, the18
Gay and Lesbian Center of Los Angeles. There are19
different a lot of different agencies.20

Also, RightWay. They are they work with21
with former foster youth. There are a huge hub of22
organizations that are assisting law enforcement as well23
as other service providers in helping them with recovery.24

Thank you, Miss Thornton.25 PRESIDENT DECKER:
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Thank you, Miss Freeman.1
Mr. Smyth, I see you would like to2 I saw your

hand indicate a wave. I assume you wanted to add3
something there? Oh, and, Ms. Edwards4

(Inaudible)5 MR. SMYTH:
it's you next. Thank you.6 PRESIDENT DECKER:

I was just going to underline7 MR. SMYTH:
something what Oree said earlier in her presentation.8
She talked about being referred to as a "prostitute" at9
11 or 12 years old. And we've come a really long way,10
certainly collectively.11

But one of the things that's really important12
for this commission and everyone who's staffing and --13
and handling personnel is that the longevity of the14
experience of the officers on the street are critical.15
We do a lot of trainings. But if there's any kind of a16
revolving door say it gets shut down, and then it gets17
brought back up now we have to start from ground zero.18
So the relationship that Oree talked about is really,19
really critical.20

Our youngest kid at Saving Innocence that we21
received about a little over a year ago was 7 years old.22

and Jasmine is here on the She isAnd on the call.23
And so to thinkher advocate, and she just turned 9.24

prostitute"?about the fact that we would call her a25 II
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That is still language that is used if not1
corrected and trained, and there's a lot of other words2
that are important. Words matter.3

So that's some of what we do as the advocacy4
agencies is we help reframe the conversation. They're5
not criminals. They're victims and -- and all those6
kinds of things. So that's a big part of our hope that7
we would continue.8

and I love hearing what the Chief justAnd9
said, that you're committed to this. And I know you guys10
are facing real issues of budget and personnel in this11
crazy time. But our hope would be that it would not only12
stay the same that it has been, but even grow because13
it's way too important to shrink away.14

But language is critical, and that's something15
that we have to all be mindful of.that16

Thank you, Mr. Smyth.17 PRESIDENT DECKER:
Ms. Edwards?18

One, I would like to say I love19 MS. EDWARDS:
being in a room full of like-minded people and powerful20
people that every time I think of something, somebody21
already said stuff in my - out their mouths. So I think22
that's awesome.23

I think you guys answered a lot of the24
questions, but I think one part of your question,25
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Commissioner, was about the partners that we partner1
with.2

As far as us in Saving Innocence and ZOE3
International, we work with law enforcement in our FRP4
protocol, which is our First Responder Protocol. Within5
that, encompasses public health, the Department of6
Children and Family Services, L.A. County Probation.7

That also encompasses LAC-USC.8 It
I'm trying to think ofwho else?9 encompasses

public health - any type of, like, advocates, any type10
So Lego (Phonetic). I'm trying to thinkof school.11

everybody else that's around our MDT (Phonetic)12
But it's just not just us, and I thinkroundtables.13

that's something that I wanted to point out.14
I love that law enforcement is the ignition15

is the igniting point. But they open up to so many other16
resources that are in L.A. County that then support the17
youth in so many different ways.18

I believe somebody else earlier spoke about19
police officers shouldn't be responding to mental health20
issues. Yes, they should not be responding. But the21
thing is about connection.22

I mean, Oree spoke so great about it about23
relationships, not only the relationships that they have24
with the law enforcement, but the relationships that the25
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partners have with the law enforcement that have the1
relationship with the youth.2

If we have the relationship with the youth, then3
we can build that bridge and build that bond that they4
have with the law enforcement, and so on and so forth.5

So I just wanted to speak about the partners6
that we also work with because none of us do it alone.7
We kind of all do it in conjunction and (Unintelligible)8
disciplinary team action. But I want to make sure that9
everybody is kind of involved, and everybody's connected10
that way.11

PRESIDENT DECKER: Thank you. Dr. Plunkett, I12
see you opened your mic, sir.13

thank you, Jasmine. You14 MR. PLUNKETT: I
that was great because you've already started listing.15 I
have a list here, so I could help us explain some of the16

who are with us.people who17
So Probation Department, Department of Children18

and Family Services, the Sheriff Department, Department19
of Health and Services, the medical health clinics, the20
Department of Mental Health, the Department of Public21
Health, District Attorney's Office, Juvenile Court Health22
Services, Public Defender's Office.23

Nola Brantley Speaks, she's also an amazing24
survivor who teaches and and trains us all.25
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Saving Innocence, National Center for Youth Law,1
The Coalition of Abolishing Slavery and Trafficking,2
Children's Law Center of California, Forgotten Children,3
JEMs, Journey Out, Restoration Diversion Services,4
Treasures, ZOE International.5

And there's probably so many more champions out6
there, and we just want to honor you. So we want to make7
sure that we share that you that we we all make a8
family of people who want to serve our youth.9

And I just want to consistently say that there10
is no such thing as a child prostitute, and, therefore,11

So thank you for your time.that's what we stand for.12
Thank you, Dr. Plunkett.13 PRESIDENT DECKER:

Oh, Mr. Cox, sir?14
MR. COX: Yes. I just want to thank the15

Commissioner asked excellent questions, and I do want16
to just speak to the attitude of law enforcement.17 It

it has absolutely shifted.has18
As the Chief has mentioned, there has been a19

marked focus on the effort to abolish child trafficking20
and also to equip officers and train them on what the21
reality of human trafficking is, and that, as Alan was22
mentioning out, the reclassification from looking at23

from a prostitute to a victim, and a true24 someone as a
victim, because children don't make that choice.25
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They're manipulated. They're groomed. And1
it's it's one of the most evil crimes of our2
generation. And so the awareness is definitely raising.3

And it regarding prevention, I think every4
advocacy organization would stand behind you on that. If5
we can raise awareness to our youth, law enforcement,6
hospitals -- you name it the more we can raise7
awareness, the fewer victims we'll have.8

So if we can stop it before it starts, there's a9
lot of wisdom to that. And I know that a lot of these10
organizations, we do many others. We work hard at11
prevention as well, and it's going to be a key to the12
future.13

But I do want to just say that law enforcement14
has made tremendous strides. And because of that, I15
think the caricatures of the victim as well as the16
caricature, a false caricature caricature of law17
enforcement and their mentality, that is breaking down.18

I'll stand and say this as wellAnd because I19
The officers care. They put their they put a20 too:

lot of their time and energy behind it, even sometimes on21
their own time. And they're fighting hard.22

I'm not sure ifAnd I would also say too:23 I
it was Alan, but experience in the field matters. And so24
when we have attrition that and other officers not25
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coming in and learning, it can take time. And it slows1
down the investigative process, and it reduces the number2
of children that are actually recovered.3

So thank you so much for the wisdom on this4
panel.5

PRESIDENT DECKER: Thank you. Thank you,6
Mr. Cox. And and thank you, all of you, for for7
sharing so much information and detail. I know we have8
members of the Department coming up next with their9

Has every commissionerI just want to be sure:10 report.
had an opportunity to ask any questions that they have?11

And it looked oh, Commissioner Calanche, I'm12
13 sorry.

COMMISSIONER CALANCHE: I'll be brief. I just14
wanted to thank the presenters and acknowledge Oree and15
Teeka that, you know, you've had to go16 sorry
through all this. And I appreciate and acknowledge your17
resilience in giving back. But, you know, thank you.18
Keep on speaking. Keep on, you know, putting this19
information out there. It's really important.20

I do have a question on the LAPD side, but I'll21
wait for the LAPD presentation. But I just want to thank22
everybody again and for your courage and bravery --23

PRESIDENT DECKER: Thank you. Thank you,24
Commissioner. We'll call on you first for - so that we25
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can certainly get your question in.1
But to everyone who came today, thank you so2

Those words seem so minor in in comparison tomuch.3
the impact you've had on all of us today -- your stories,4
your resilience, your - your dedication in protecting5
the most vulnerable in our community. We thank you.6

We hope you keep in touch with us and let us7
know how we can be of assistance to you, and we will8
continue to work with the Los Angeles Police Department9
on this matter. Thank you so much for coming today.10 It
was very impactful.11

MR. PLUNKETT: Thank you. Thank you for your12
13 support.

PRESIDENT DECKER: Thank you. And now, Madam14
Secretary, if you don't mind, as we say good-bye to these15
amazing individuals, if you could also call up the16
Department representative. I believe it'll be Chief17
Scott and Commander Hamilton. There there may be18
others.19 I'm not sure.

Chief, do I have that right? Chief Scott and20
Commander, slash, Chief Hamilton? There we go.21 I see.

22 CHIEF MOORE: Yes.
They've been pulled. Thank23 PRESIDENT DECKER:

you. Thank you, Chief. If Chief Scott, Chief24
Commander Hamilton, if you could open your -25 your
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cameras and your mics. And we do have the Department's1
report in front of us. You heard2

(Unintelligible sounds.)3
the presentationsthe4 PRESIDENT DECKER:

the questions. Andand the5
(Unintelligible sounds.)6

welcome. We we do hear7 PRESIDENT DECKER:
you, Chief Scott. Commander Hamilton, welcome. And8
if9

COMMANDER HAMILTON: Thank you.10
we did hear, as11 PRESIDENT DECKER: as I

think, the the prior presentation very impactful.12 You
heard, at least, from (Inaudible)13

(Unintelligible sounds.)14
a desire to include that15 PRESIDENT DECKER:

transcript of their presentations along with the report.16
And you also heard a desire amongst, at least, some of17
the commissioners who make a recommendation to City18
Council that the task forces be fully funded.19

I open this up to you now for your presentation20
because I do think we need to hear about the impact the21
cutbacks have had on the efforts of the Human Trafficking22

So with that, I turn it over to you.Task Forces.23
COMMANDER HAMILTON: I'll be I'll I'll24

defer to Chief Scott25
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PRESIDENT DECKER: Very well.1
Thank you.2 DEPUTY CHIEF SCOTT:

(Unintelligible) a3 COMMANDER HAMILTON:
second.4

All right. Well, first, I5 DEPUTY CHIEF SCOTT:
Sergeant Yolanda Miselis (Phonetic) is is withhave6

I don't think you guys canBut for some reason,7 me.
She's off in the distance.can see her.8 can

start off with whatBut I would just start to9
And it and it basically really saysthe report says.10

that if we don't have the funding, we will have less task11
As you can see just in theforces. the year, we're12

15 percent less arrests, you know, 44 percent less13 a
decrease in in rescues.14

last year, we had 266 ped stops, and then15 We
this year, we're at 44. And last year, we had 19116
vehicle stops that addressed that that addressed this17
issue, and this year we're at 2218 22 stops.

as you know, when we do these19 As
investigations and these rescues, it really takes a lot20

And it takes a lot of time. And I thinkof resources.21
our speakers before that really discussed about having22
the education and the training that is required to do23
that.24

But I want to keep in mind that it's not just25
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the rescue that we have to focus on, especially when you1
the human trafficking and thetalk about the the2

prostitution that is in South Los Angeles.3
Primarily, our prostitution track is on Figueroa4

It's about 3.5 miles.Boulevard.5 It encompasses two
police divisions. And since we've had this this6
the pandemic, we have seen a huge increase of activities7
from in that track.8

And mostly you're seeing it because we're9
stopping girls and -- and and getting pimpsand10
that are from, like, San Diego. We're getting them from11
San Bernardino, from out of state that that are coming12
here to the track.13

We've been noticing that we're seeing an uptick14
the strip closed and -because the and all the places15

that they would normally go16 go are are are
closed because of the pandemic.17

And what we are able to do is is attack the18
problem in three folds. And I think they said that in19
the last (Unintelligible), we're able to provide20
education, and not just education to the the girls,21
but education to our community and education to our -22
our police officers who are allowed - who are able to do23

And we're also able to do enforcement.24 engagement.
And our enforcement (Unintelligible), you know,25
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is in two folds. It's, one, trying to rescue the girl.1
to break that chain of supply andAlso try to2 to

demand and removing the johns off the street, undercover3
use of force, identifying victims, making sure that we're4
apprehending the the pimps.5

We do traffic enforcement in that area. We make6
if you look at Figueroa, Figueroa goes across7 sure
We're fortunate this year that our schools areschools.8

are seeing -- when we talkclosed, but we are9 are
about our prostitution and we're talking our rescue and10

that is 24/7.our human trafficking, It doesn't stop.11
So you need resources to be out there.12

And at one point, we had them trying to pick up13
and recruit women as they were going to church,14 so we
made sure during the church time hours that we had foot15
beats and resources there.16

During school, we made sure that the childrens17
had safe passage as they're going through their schools.18

and without the funding, those thingsAnd and19
you'll see a decrease in our presence. You'll see a20
decrease in our ability to to do as many operations21
and and and thoughtfully take these cases through22
prosecution.23

I'll just give you an example ofAnd I'll24
like, last week just in South Bureau, I knowjust25
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And in Southeastthere was 33 rescues.1 I mean
South South Bureau, we had three of those rescues2
were here in South South Bureau.3

One of the girls or the minors that we arrested,4
this was this would be her third rescue. And we're5
hoping that this will be a trick.6

So I'm going to turn it over a little bit to7
our -- my sergeant so she can talk a little bit about the8
investigation, hands-on, boots on the ground. And and9

I'll open it up for questions if you havethen we'll10
11 any.

Good afternoon, Commissioners12 SERGEANT MISELIS:
and Chief Moore. My name's is Sergeant Yolanda Miselis.13
I am the supervisor for OSB Human Trafficking Task Force.14
And it's myself, Sergeant I, and I have seven15
investigators. My investigators operate as detective16
case carrying officers investigators as well as17

18 UC operators.
So when we talk about the complexity of human19

trafficking, we're talking about the necessity of getting20
more victims for successful prosecution as required for21
our human trafficking DAs.22

A lot of times, we don't get that cooperation on23
the first interview during the first contact. Like a lot24
of the survivors said, a lot of our citation25 our
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citations and our arrest, it takes multiple contacts for1
them to actually build trust, to provide little bits of2
information at a time, and in which which we3
document. And it actually is compiled.4

And when we do apprehend our traffickers, a lot5
of times our surveillance operations we conducted more6
in 2020, but that's also incorporate being - looking for7
those pimps and those traffickers who are frequently8
monitoring and surveilling their victims while they work.9

It takes hours of sitting, waiting, watching to10
make sure that we have the right person attached to our11
victim.12

So one of the things also that I wanted to talk13
about with regards to our investigators is that they're14

very well versed in vice activity as well as human15 very,
trafficking. I've got three human trafficking experts on16
my unit in my unit, and their resilience matches that17
resilience of the victims.18

They're going out there. They've been doing it19
for quite some time, and it's they're compassionate.20
Many times, I know we look at numbers, and we look at21
arrests and decrease and increases. But a lot of times,22
we work -- we are paying for food out of our pockets.23

It's heartbreaking to see a lot of these24
children, once they are in police custody and sitting25
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down in a soft room, fall immediately fall asleep1
because they're so tired. And it'll take a toll on an2
officer because these human trafficking investigators3

are so in in into what they do. It's hard4 are
not to break that professional and that human side.5

Our overtime details have stopped, but those6
details actually allowed us to educate officers that7
assisted us that don't normally do human trafficking.8 We
train them. We educated them on what they were looking9

in turn, on the regular dutiesfor so they could10
actually be use some of that knowledge when they were11
working along Figueroa.12

Other than that, I really don't know if if13
Figueroa is its own monster.14 we've we've got It's

3.5 miles from Gage all the way down to Imperial.15 We've
We've just got an environment ripegot about 30 motels.16

for human trafficking.for17
We've got girls from 60s to the 70s block, all18

the way Century and down south. We've got a lot of dark,19
And everything -- we can actually go inyou know, areas.20

and talk about the different things that contribute to21
human trafficking along Figueroa, but we are doing our22
best.23

We do focus a lot on our complex investigations24
because once those sentences are secured, these pimps25
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have gotten an idea that pimping girls isn't going to1
it's not a slap on the wrist.let So we work closely2

with the DA's Office to ensure that our3 our
investigations are thorough and that we are looking for a4
successful prosecution in the end.5

PRESIDENT DECKER: Thank you, Sergeant. Thank6
you, Chief Scott. Have you concluded, Chief Scott? I7
just want to be sure.8

DEPUTY CHIEF SCOTT: Oh, just again, I'd like9
to have -- make sure that our report is reviewed10 to

and then transmitted to Public Safety and that it it11
will have an impact.12

But again, as Chief Moore would say, but that13
doesn't stop our enforcement. That doesn't stop our14
engagement, and that doesn't stop our community outreach.15

PRESIDENT DECKER: Thank you, Chief Scott.16
Commander Hamilton, I see you opened your17

microphone. Did you want to add something, sir?18
COMMANDER HAMILTON: I did, and I'm also going19

to be joined by my HT OVB Vice Supervisor Lieutenant Mark20
Evans (Phonetic). can you hear me clearly?21 So I I
I just want to make sure. Okay. Good.22

So I'm going to echo some of the the same23
things as as Deputy Chief Scott and the sergeant24

I first want to say Teeka hadechoed. And and I25
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already gave an outstanding presentation there and she1
you know, after five and a half years of vice2 I
actually worked vice here in Van Nuys back in the early3
90s when it was completely out of control, quite4

Shortly thereafter, I was a vice supervisor infrankly.5
Hollywood Division where it was also completely out of6
control.7

The work that's been done by this Department8
working with the community over the last couple of9
decades to relieve you know, relieve the city of the10
scourge of people walking prostitutes has been been11
phenomenal.12

Back then, people were seeing this was13
something this was going to be an artifact of14
Los Angeles that we would never get rid of. And this15
Department, working with the community, has made great16
strides in that in that area.17

And I will tell you right up front that if this18
funding goes away and we cannot maintain our foot on the19
gas, we are going to see these problems come back to20
communities that we have worked very hard over the last21
two years to eradicate.22

Going in specifically to the Operations Valley23
Bureau experience, I want I want to, you know,24
specifically talk about, first, the funding.25
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Our funding has been cut to zero. So just1
to be very specific, without thosejust to2 to to

funds to run the overtime details, to to have the3
staffing, to have the rental cars that we need to operate4
as undercover officers, that that is a huge tool that5
is deemed used basically, really, just to to maintain6
where we are right now.7

The problem with the decreased funding is you're8
going to start seeing slippage, and you're going to start9
seeing victims like already like Teeka come back out10
to the community being repeatedly victimized because our11
officers are not there to intervene. And that's a huge12
price to pay.13

We -- we often look at things as a blight on the14
community. But quite often, as you just saw powerfully,15
the human impact of what happens out on the streets with16
these (Unintelligible) lives that are forever lost17
sometimes, they are success stories because they worked18
with the police and were the service providers. And they19

the life,were able to get out of what we call20 II II you
know, were able to get out of the game. That's great.21 II II

But we have hundreds of other victims that come22
through the City of Los Angeles that are trafficked by23
these pimps that are not going to have the same24
opportunity as them. That's who we're actually working25
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We're working to save their futures.for.1
and these are real lives that weAnd2 we1 re

talking about saving over these years. There are real3
lives behind these numbers, behind the community4
complaints.5

By taking that funding away, we are forfeiting6
these lives, and and they're -- we're leaving them in7
this life of oppression and victimization. And make no8
mistake: Alan was absolutely right. It's the life of9
victimization for these these young women and -- and10
some of these young men as well.11

We've faced a 50 percent reduction in our12
staffing. Because that funding was cut and and13
just for the commissioners, the reason the funding for14
the rental cars is so important is just like we have15
training that we have worked to hone our skills, the16
human traffickers, the pimps and panderers, they do the17
exact same thing. They're out there watching us all the18
time. We have to do countersurveillance. We have to19
change up what we do.20

A big part of that is using different cars so21
that we're not usually identifiable when we're dealing22
the same pimps that come to the same areas.23

Previously, back at the start of this effort in24
Human Trafficking at Operation Valley Bureau, we used to25
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be funded to the tune of $1 million. And that that1
That funding is now zero.was back a few years ago.2

That funding that used to be in the million-dollar level3
is now zero. Plus, we used to get $25,000 to $30,000 a4
year for the rental cars as well.5

So those things severely impact our ability to6
keep corridors like the Sepulveda Boulevard corridor7
clear of streetwalking prostitution.8

There's another cost, though, that that I9
want to make sure that the commissioners understand.10 We
have a cost of allowing other types of Part 1 criminal11
activity and Part 2 criminal activity to come in when12

when human traffickers come in, when thethe13
prostitution activity increases.14

We have an increase in aggravated assaults.15 We
have an increase in other Part 1 crimes.16 We see
robberies. We recover guns. These are all artifacts of17
allowing streetwalking prostitution activity to continue18
in a corridor.19

Some of the crime increases we've seen,20
July 2020 to December 2020, along the Sepulveda21
corridor aggravated assaults up 3.64 percent, burglary22
up 11.6576 percent, motor vehicle theft up 4.26 percent,23
burglary theft from vehicle up 5.88 percent.24

Now, these numbers start small.25 But I can
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guarantee you, based on my 31 years of experience, as you1
start seeing traffickers come back into an area and the2
blight and then the johns come back into the area, you3
will see they're being victimized. You will see the4
girls being victimized. You will see all of that being5
reported.6

And we will again see crime increases occurring7
along these corridors, that we have used these funds very8
judiciously over the last few years to virtually9
eliminate the blatant streetwalking prostitution out here10
in the San Fernando Valley.11

That was identified, by the way, five years ago12
as one of the main citizen complaints in Operations13

That is why this funding was directedValley Bureau.14
towards this effort along with getting the victims off15
the street.16

Because the reduced funding - just a couple of17
quick numbers. Operations Valley Bureau, pimping and18
pandering arrests have gone from 2019 58 to 27. We're

Prostitution arrests have gone from 371down 53 percent.20
Loitering arrests, downWe're down 36 percent.21 to 235.

They've gone from 109 to 83. And total22 23 percent.
arrests are down 55 percent, 566 to 366.23

So, you know, in prior years, we looked at24
running somewhere in the neighborhood of 70 to 12025
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overtime details depending on funding. And these were1
targeted, planned details where we couldtargeted2

apply the monies and the personnel resources towards the3
areas where -- where we're seeing the most problem, the4
most community complaints.5

Another thing I want to talk about that's not6
often thought about in terms of our enforcement,7 our
community engagement. So in 2019, we had 447 community8
engagement incidents with -- with our Human Trafficking9
Task Force. 2020, those numbers are down to 192.10

the reduction in resources, we're notBecause of the11
able to get out to the community as much.12

Now, I want to remind the the commissioners13
when we get out to the community, we are allowed to, you14
know, talk about lighting, talk about security efforts,15
talk about hardening the target. we're able to16 We‘ re
get out to the community and ask them to to work with17
us in conjunction with the police department to18 to
make the atmosphere less inviting - crime prevention19
from environmental design.20

We do these things to make it harder for the21
traffickers to come back and put the girls out to work22
and make it a less, you know, inviting environment to23
prevent them from coming out here in the first place.24
That is our goal.25
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However, as you see these things deteriorate and1
the connectivity is reduced - it it's kind of like2
one of the things which Oree brought up was a very, very3
good point. It takes repeated touches to develop those4
relationships with the trafficking victims. It also5
takes repeated touches to establish and maintain those6
connections with the community.7

And that is an absolutely crucial part of the8
success out here in Operations Valley Bureau that I don't9
want the commission to to, you know, lose sight of.10

We have -- you know, we've seen out here in11
Operations Valley Bureau 40 percent of our rescues in12
Operations Valley Bureau, minors. They were minors that13
we've rescued off the street.14

our rescue numbers are down, and15 Now, our
and there's a little bit of a a little bit of a16
different tactic we take in Operations Valley Bureau.17 We
generally use our undercover officers that are youthful18
in appearance to target our pimps and panderers and our19
traffickers so that we can get a better filing rate.20

We have a 95 percent filing rate out here, and21
we're very successful in our -- we've been very22
successful in our prosecutions.23

By having a good victim, i.e. an undercover24
officer, we are often not struck by some of the victim25
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problems that we have by having a rescued individual1
testify in court against a trafficker. It's much2
we're having much greater success in our undercover3
officers testifying against the traffickers in court.4

I wanted to be brief. I don't5 So I I I
want to go too long, but I do want to say this about6
Operations Valley Bureau: We've had great success out7
here, working with the community and working with our8
local government officials to to this point.9 to
But if we take our foot off the gas, everyone needs to10
realize this problem can very easily return.11

Again, I have five and a half years of vice12
enforcement on the Los Angeles Police Department.13

I've literally participated in upwards of 1,00014 I've
vice investigations. I worked very closely with the15
the late Tom Labaunch (Phonetic) he was a good friend16
of mine to author legislation for seizing nuisance17
vehicles back when I worked Hollywood Vice in the late18

And I've been in this game for a long time.19 90s.
I will tell you this without fail: If the20

funding for these efforts is discontinued citywide, we're21
going to see not only the atmosphere of increased22
victimization, we're going to see this activity return23
because the pimps have a social media network where they24
communicate all the time.25
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If there's a perception that Los Angeles is open1
for business, they will utilize this track to make their2

They're going to go where they can make the3 money.
money, and and we cannot allow that to return and to4
worsen here in Los Angeles.5

I remain available for any of your questions.6
Thank you for your time.7

Thank you, Commander8 PRESIDENT DECKER:
Hamilton. Again, thank thank you and to Chief Scott9
and your team, Sergeant, for your presentations. Much10
much appreciated in providing perspective on on what11
you're facing both in South Bureau and in Valley Bureau.12

Commissioner Calanche, I promised you the first13
questions, ma'am.14

COMMISSIONER CALANCHE: Thank you. Thank you15
for the presentation. I have a couple of questions that16
are more related to, I guess, kind of the structure of17

and funding.of the task force and18
How long do officers serve as part of the task19

what -- what is a period of time thatforce? What20
they might be part of a Task Force? I'm assuming that21
the the longer that they stay, the more expert22 you
know, become more experts in in in the work, so I'm23

I'm curious about that, how long the officersjust24
25 stay.
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And for South Bureau, it1 DEPUTY CHIEF SCOTT:
because it's not a vice (Unintelligible), they will stay2
as long as they want until they get promoted or move out.3
But we don't have a rotation for them.4

COMMISSIONER CALANCHE: Okay.5
For Operations Valley6 COMMANDER HAMILTON:

Bureau, it's it's the same, but we also rotate our7
vice operators in the Valley for training throughout8

the operations.the9
So there's there's a10 COMMISSIONER CALANCHE:

consistency there. The other question is11
(Interruption in the proceedings.)12
COMMISSIONER CALANCHE: Sorry. My dogs. And I13

think you kind of touched on it, the prosecution rate.14
I'm wondering about the prosecution rate, and you had15

I know you talked about the filing oftouched on that.16
What is your prosecution rate or average, I17 95 percent.

guess, prosecution rate?18
(Unintelligible sounds.)19

Yeah, I'll take that one,20 COMMANDER HAMILTON:
Chief.21

out here in the Valley, we're very22 So out
the victims aresuccessful because we have the the23

undercover officers.24
COMMISSIONER CALANCHE: Uh-huh.25
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So we remain in the 90s1 COMMANDER HAMILTON:
It fluctuates a little bit, but we're verythere.2

successful in both the filing rate and the success in3
prosecution.4

COMMISSIONER CALANCHE: Okay. And then lastly,5
I'm wondering if the Department received any grant6
funding for the work. I know that we applied for other,7
like, federal funds and state funds for other projects,8
but I'm wondering if there's any grant funding that comes9
into the Department for this work.10

(Unintelligible sounds.)11
(Inaudible) Commissioner, I'll12 CHIEF MOORE:

I'll I'll answer that.13
No, the currently, actually, the 14 the14

two sergeants and the 14 personnel that are currently15
assigned are actually harvested from Patrol units. Each16
of the area vice units have a small contingent of17
officers in in the 18 areas. They're generally about18
four officers and a supervisor.19

The Human Trafficking Task Force was established20
in South Bureau and Valley Bureau because of the21
what's been referred to as a track. That are these22 II II

historic areas that for for, shamefully, 50 years have23
served a general, underlying environmental conditions.24

You'll see that this is like Route 66 the old25
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the kind of lean-to location ismotels. The the1
the single occupancies served as a hotbed, and the2
Department's been working diligently over3 over many

But it historically was focusing onyears to cut down.4
prostitution.5

What happened in the -- what's happened in the6
last 10 years is recognizing that this pattern of of7
child exploitation, the taking of children as well as8

as young, generally women, and exploiting them9 young
through trafficking has created this changed the10
dynamics.11

We're looking at this as a prostitution problem,12
looking at it at a much richer problem which is how it's13
a fueling and a funding source for gangs. And it has14
it devastates these lives generally of women, but there15
are young men and and and and young men and men16
as well that are trafficked.17

generally, the feeding path of this18 It as
is the foster care system and the runways. But all this19
is said that in shifting this from a vice unit focus to a20
human trafficking focus has been the energies of the21
organization that has not been funded beyond the fact22
that we've reallocated resources.23

Now, with the support over the last four to five24
years of Councilwoman Monica Rodriguez and with support25
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and growing support from Council Member Marqueece1
Harris-Dawson on the Figueroa corridor is some investment2
by the council to augment these because as South Bureau3
saw the establishment of this, of the Human Trafficking4
Task Force as did Valley Bureau, these officers worked5
four days a week.6

And so even though these 16 people represent,7
you know, a sizeable investment of Department monies in8
the millions of dollars, these added fuels by adding what9
was initially about a half million to a million and it10
grew to be $1.5 million last year -- really forced11
allowed us to force multiply the number of shifts on12
those locations as well as to expand the influence of13
other officers because we brought them in on these14
details.15

Unfortunately, with the illumination of overtime16
within the organization, these these earmarks which17
is this was one of them. Vision Zero was others18

has eliminated our ability to do theyou know, has19
overtime.20

we've remained committed to this point21 However,
to maintain these two task forces despite the fact that22
the organization had to reorganize with the loss of 35023
sworn personnel.24

I will say both of these details are in25 Now,
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jeopardy, and further cuts are required simply from a1
matter of continued staffing if we were to lose an2
additional 355 officers. These cuts have to come from3
positions.4

as we said yesterday in myAnd as we have5
remarks, we have moved away from specialized areas to6
give geographic areas as much of the remaining staffing7
as possible.8

So this I've given you a little broad9
discussion, but I want to I do want to call out10

we've not talked about the Councilbecause I've11
But Council Member Monica Rodriguez, Chair of12 support.

Public Safety, and Marqueece Harris-Dawson, and also some13
support from the Council President Nury Martinez has14
been have been vocal supporters and have brought15
funding to this.16

What the command staff is telling you here17
today, though, is those augmented deployments are18
jeopardized with the lack of the continued funding of19
overtime. And yet we also recognize, as that I said20
yesterday and we say every day, we recognize that the21
city is in a very precarious position when it comes to22
to funding.23

COMMISSIONER CALANCHE: All right. That was24
very helpful. I would encourage us to look at federal25
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funding or other funding that might be available to even1
I mean, it seems like thisfurther augment the work.2

work is, like, super important and could use even more3
4 resources.

if we are kind of theSo I would I really5
epicenter of a lot of a lot of the trafficking, I6
think that we would be in a good position to get more7
federal funding or other funding, even foundation8
funding, to address some of these issues that impact9
youth.10

So I would love to work with you on, you know,11
looking to identify other funding sources to further12
augment the budget to to have the resources that we13
need to address these issues.14

Thank you, Commissioner.15 PRESIDENT DECKER:
Much appreciated.16

Commissioners, questions for the Department on17
this issue? I recognize we've been working at this18

for a bit. You might have had your questionsfor19
answered, but if you have questions, please.20

Commissioner Bonner, I see your mic is open,21
sir. Go ahead.22

COMMISSIONER BONNER: Thank you. Yeah, I just23
needed a little bit of clarification on a couple points24

that are a little bit muddled probably inbecause25
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in my mind.1 my
But I (Unintelligible) a couple of things.2 One

is the the briefing, you know, referred tothe3
commenting on the the impact on the task forces.4 I
think there's a reference to the enforcement,5

the human trafficking operations,generally or the6
generally.7

And then the commander was speaking to all the8
efforts of cleaning up and getting, you know,9

And that, in my mind, is astreetwalkers off the street.10
little bit muddled with the question of of trafficking11
versus addressing this, you know, because it was a12
prostitution issue.13

And then I saw the breakout, the charge for14
referencing the arrests versus the rescues.15 So I'm

I'm not clear, you know, where some of the16 not
rescues, people who had been arrested, you know, some of17
the arrests referring, or a are they different18 you
addressing different things? So I need a little bit of19
clarification, really, on on that, generally.20

And then, finally, on the in terms of the21
budget impact, the the impression or the perception -22
the perception is that I know you have these two23
specialized areas that have been identified as24 as
particularly problematic. And that's where I understand25
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the task force is concentrating their efforts on.1
the picture that'sbut the that's2 But

painted is as if if the funding goes away, the3 you
the operations goes away or theknow, the or the4

you know, the the effort goes away.5
And I don't believe that's the case, but I'm6

trying to understand, without the task force, that can't7
of police engagement, you know,be the only source of8

in this on this issue.9
I know there's a training bulletin or something10

on trauma-informed policing that really speaks more to11
how officers can identify -- when they're investigating a12
crime, they can identify people who appear to have signs13
of trauma that may be caught up in in a trafficking14
situation or a domestic violence.15

But I just need some clarification of let's16
talk about, you know, worst-case scenario. You know, the17
task force goes away in some way or is not funded.18 I
need to understand what is the the the19
compensation, you know, or how you compensate for that20
relative to Patrol officers, generally. And okay.21
Well, they are dealing with this.22

But then I'm coming back to to Alan's point.23
I'm trying - are the Patrol officers going to24

be thinking of it as they're being asked to real25
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efforts to get streetwalkers streetwalkers off the1
street, or are they going to also have to have capacity2
to draw the distinction the Chief just underscored3
between moving from a vice mentality to a human4
trafficking, you know, posture?5

I know it‘s a fair amount there, but -- but just6
clean it up as best you can. I appreciate it.clean7

Chief, do you mind if I8 COMMANDER HAMILTON:
take that? Okay.9

So, Commissioner, just to kind ofjust to10
sharpen it a little bit more I apologizeand I11
so the numbers are the overall numbers. And and some12
of the numbers are going to be arrests for, you know --13
when I say "overall numbers," meaning johns,14
prostitution-related. Could be anything from loitering15
to arresting a john for picking up an undercover officer16
or attempting to pick up an undercover officer.17

And then you have your pimping categories.18 So
those are mixed in with the total arrests.those are19

In terms of specifically the effect of20
diminishing the funding, so we I‘m going to break this21
down into kind of two tiers. You have your basic Human22
Trafficking Task Force which covers, as the Chief said,23
those four days. So you have four of the seven days24

The additional funding allows for persistence.covered.25
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Now, persistence in the in the trafficking1
and "trafficking" and "pimping" is kindworld and2

of interchangeable just for for clarification.3
In the trafficking world, persistence is what4

really deters the activity from coming back to the5
community, so we've used a deterrence model in Operations6
Valley Bureau much more so than a reliance on, you know,7
hitting the right spot every single time and getting your8
target every single time.9

A lot of it is persistence, visibility.10 You
know, as a matter of fact, Operations Valley Bureau,11
their human trafficking task force conducted a formal12
study in partnership with CSUN to change the actual13
environment and to analyze the environment along these14
tracks.15

So it goes beyond just monies towards16
We change the environment to make it lessenforcement.17

hospitable for them to come back out and, you know,18
conduct that illegal activity in the community.19

In terms of having other people do the20
enforcement, yes. There are vice units. And as the21
Chief identified, typically, they have four officers.22
Some of them are augmented with a couple of extra23
officers. But the vice unit has other responsibilities.24

One of the many impacts we're having here in the25
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San Fernando Valley --1
(Interruption in the proceedings.)2

are the illegal gambling3 COMMANDER HAMILTON:
establishments. Illegal gambling establishment4
investigations are very complex.5

Just like the pimping and pandering and6
trafficking investigations, when we're making arrests,7
they're very similar to a complex investigation, very8
similar to a homicide, especially when you have a victim9
involved. You have victim management. You have the10
prosecution issues. You have evidence management.11

There are a lot of factors that go into a12
successful prosecution, and those also take time and13
resources away. And and that removes those resources14
from the street.15

So in other words, when they're committed to the16
prosecution, attending court hearings, getting victims17
moved around, and all those other things, that's more18
time for the Human Trafficking Task Force off the street.19
And it lowers their visibility and lowers they're20
capability of enforcement.21

and that's22 COMMISSIONER BONNER: So I
that's very helpful.23

that one thing -- orI would say that24 I
one recommendation I would make relative to going forward25
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not just with Council but - but generally is to do all1
is possible to to draw this distinction between the2
the perpetrators of trafficking and - and the effort3
directed in that area versus, again, you know, someone4
who is -- who may be engaged in some transaction on the5
street that's illegal but is the but is the victim of6
trafficking and is, you know, being bought and treated7
differently.8

And I say this because I it was9 I was
interesting in doing some of some other research that10
even in in the public health community, oftentimes you11
find this kind of tension or this discussion is about,12

how important our police are.you know -- or how13
You got margins, really, or (Unintelligible)14

center of what it's what it's what is the role of15
police?16

And this is one area, for example, where when17
you're talking about going to the source of of of18
traffickers and dealing with you know, with with19
the perpetrators, there's a pretty clear consensus that,20
yeah, law enforcement and police are are seriously21
needed to deal with that, you know, element of it, to22
to kind of shut off, you know, that that part of it.23

And then it‘s a little less clear, you know.24
What the thinking is, is that: How do you deal with, you25
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know, the victims that -- you know, the the the1
the women involved. But that's, at least, I think2

it's something that well, communities willjust3
struggle with.4

these conversations, you know,But to be clear,5
in terms of arrests and enforcement and things,would6

how much of that is is dealing on which side of the7
you know, the equation.the8

So, Commissioner, having9 COMMANDER HAMILTON:
come up through the ranks with - with Dr. Powell, you10
know, through all these years, I've literally known11
Stephanie for, gosh, going on 25 years.12 We came up

We both worked vice at thethrough the ranks together.13
same time. We we -- we kind of fought the same14
battles.15

And the linkage there between our -16
(Interruption in the proceedings.)17

victims and law18 COMMANDER HAMILTON:
or we said is crucial to not only theenforcement as19

recovery of the victim, but it's crucial to the20
prosecution of the trafficker.21

that's a symbioticThose are that's a22
relationship that requires the input of a dedicated23
investigator on the police side. You will not have those24
successes if you remove any of those three legs of that25
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stool.1
the NGOs that participate and areThe2 are

very well equipped cannot go in and prosecute, and they3
cannot go in and do enforcement. That is a crucial part4

And yes, there is that push/pull in terms of themof it.5
being identified as criminal perpetrators of a6
prostitution side, i.e. committing an act of7
prostitution.8

But they are critical in terms of their9
victimization, especially the minors, and yet are10
critical in making sure that the traffickers are brought11
to justice.12

Thank you, Commander13 PRESIDENT DECKER:
COMMISSIONER BONNER: Thank you.14

Hamilton.15 PRESIDENT DECKER:
Law enforcement plays that16 COMMANDER HAMILTON:

role.17
Thank you, Commander.18 PRESIDENT DECKER:

Commissioner Bonner, anything further, sir?19
Just one clear20 COMMISSIONER BONNER: one

and this is this is somebody can get with me later21
on this offline which is to this conversation today22
has been all about the situation involving women or young23
girls, women, who may be encountered on the streets.24

But I know there's a big domestic violence25
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element of this of this problem as well, and and so1
I'll maybe follow up with either one commander orthat2

Chief Scott offline, somebody who can talk to me a little3
bit about the efforts relative to addressing this in4
domestic in the context of domestic violence.5

Absolutely, Commissioner6 PRESIDENT DECKER:
Bonner. Thank you. And I'll ask the Department to7
follow up with the the commissioner. And it might be8
potentially even Detective Bureau, but I'll I'll leave9

the Department to decide that.to the10
Commissioner Soboroff? Commissioner oh,11

Commissioner Briggs, I see your - your mic is open, sir.12
Go ahead.13

Thank you, Commander14 VICE PRESIDENT BRIGGS:
Hamilton, and thank you Chief Scott. I really appreciate15
your presentations.16

This question is directed to either Commander17
Hamilton or Chief Moore: If you had a wish list in terms18
of recommending to the City Council the amount that19
should be funded for these task forces to deal with human20
trafficking, what would it be?21

(Unintelligible sounds.)22
If I could no, I'll take that23 CHIEF MOORE:

one. Thanks.24
Yeah, I'm going to defer.25 COMMANDER HAMILTON:
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Yeah.1
CHIEF MOORE: Yeah. So the -- what was put2

aside, the last $1.5 million, provided a disbursement3
amongst the four geographic bureaus. South Bureau and4
Valley Bureau are all are the only ones that we've5
harvested additional resources that center on the the6

And then we expanded that persistenceday-to-day focus.7
by adding overtime.8

Central Bureau and West Bureau, by the way, are9
not immune from this issue. Trafficking occurs10 sex
trafficking occurs across this entire city, and so it's11
the degree in which we have seen it that's caused the12
focus in these two areas.13

But restoring this is it would be would be14
important. this is aBut I also have to -- you know,15

I want to remind everyone thatmatter of and assure16
you that we're going to continue our investigative17
efforts as they are here.18

And we're going to focus on the pimping side to19
prosecute those that are purveyors of this of this20
evilness and really hold them accountable as well as the21
johns that the people that are the that are22
creating the demand for this for this sinister act23

of cruelty from one human being to another and theof24
community has to have a presence in not allowing this25
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this this marketplace to take place by allowing or1
facilitating the conduct of these of generally men who2
come and prey upon these these generally women.3

So this is an ongoing initiative that we4
continue to go after.5 we're
This funding that we're identifying here today6

is one area that we've had to cut and reduce that has7
impacts. Our effort as a Department will be to minimize8

the enormity of those impacts by utilizingthe the9
and rearranging our existing resources.10

What hasn't been mentioned here today - and I11
want to call up Deputy Chief Kris Pitcher and his command12
of Detective Support and Vice Division. He's the Human13
Trafficking Task Force that is there. They truly then14
this this goes back about seven years established15
the first the first task force in this area, and it16

And that had to be curtailed as well.17 grew.
- but our commitment as a Department has18 So

some of these specialized areas have required us to19
realign back to geographic areas, and we'll continue to20
focus on that.21

If we had that silver bullet, it would be to22
restore this money. But that can't be done in isolation23
of all the other demands on police services.24

Thank you.25 VICE PRESIDENT BRIGGS:
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Thank you, Commissioner1 PRESIDENT DECKER:
Briggs.2

Commissioner Soboroff, questions or no? You had3
them all answered? Okay. Very good.4

So the matter before us is is to review the5
Department's report, transmit to the Public Safety6
Committee. And and I would like to modify that to7
include the transcript of the Board of Police8
Commissioners presentations on Item 3-A and 3-B today,9

And Mr. Tefank advises that'sto add that to the report.10
not a problem; correct, sir? Very good.11

And with respect to the earlier conversation12
from Commissioner Briggs as also recommending in a13
separate letter from the Commission I take it,14
Commissioner Briggs to recommend to the City Council15
that they fully fund the Human Trafficking Task Forces16
without cutting other portions of the Department.17

Commissioner Briggs; is that correct?18
That is correct.19 COMMISSIONER BRIGGS:

And just to ask the City to20 PRESIDENT DECKER:
prioritize this because of the vulnerability of the21
victims and that they are, in fact, the most vulnerable22
in in our community that need protection.23

Do I largely have that correct; Commissioner24
Briggs?25
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VICE PRESIDENT BRIGGS: You do. Thank you.1
Thank you for giving voice to my thoughts.2

I don't always get it right,3 PRESIDENT DECKER:
as other commissioners will tell you.4

But with that, I will move that forward, and is5
there a second?6

VICE PRESIDENT BRIGGS: Second.7
Commissioners, if you could8 PRESIDENT DECKER:

open your microphones and all in favor, please say9 II IIaye.
(Ayes.) Very good. It passes 5-0. Thank you,10
Commissioners. Thank you for your time on this11
incredibly important issue.12

As we all know and have heard, this is a13
pervasive and insidious crime that threatens our young14
people throughout the city, the most vulnerable. And I15
appreciate your patience in in hearing all these16
details.17

And my thanks again to all the presenters today,18
both from the Department as well as from the community19
groups and most especially all the survivors. Thank you.20
And thank you for all that you do to to help, you21
know, people in Los Angeles. Thank you.22

///23
///24

25
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